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Managing solid waste in the
twenty-first century
George R. Crombie, MPA
APWA President
ivilization has been disposing solid waste for a long
time. In 500 BC, Athens,
Greece, built the first municipal dump in the western world,
mandating that trash be dumped at
least a mile from city limits. In 1338,
the British Parliament banned the
disposal of waste in public waterways and ditches. In 1842, a report
coming from England linked disease
to filthy environmental conditions.
In 1864, Memphis, Tenn., health officials connected an outbreak of yellow fever to poor sanitation practices; the outbreak in Memphis created
the catalyst to develop one of the
first sanitation departments in the
United States. In 1885, Governor’s
Island in New York was the site of
the first garbage incinerator; today,
in New York City, the department
responsible for solid waste disposal
is called the New York Sanitation
Department. It is well recognized
by modern-day health officials that
the improper disposal of solid waste
leads to disease outbreaks such as
bubonic plague, cholera, yellow fever and typhoid fever.
Early on, health concerns were the
number one reason to dispose of
trash away from population centers.
Like the Greeks in 500 BC, communities in the U.S. constructed dumps
on the outskirts of the municipality. Site selection criteria amounted
to finding a location away from
the town center that seemed at the
time unsuitable for building. The
solid waste operation consisted of
dumping the trash into a hole and
either burying or burning it. You
could find a landfill in almost every
town, located away from the town
2          APWA Reporter
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center and oftentimes adjacent to
or in a wetland. It is interesting to
note that for hundreds of years the
management of solid waste did not
change a great deal. This was about
to change by the late 1900s.
In the late 1960s and early ’70s we
began recognizing that the leachate
coming from the waste was migrating through the soil, contaminating
the groundwater. Methane gas produced by the garbage (20-30 times
more toxic than carbon dioxide) was
emitted into the air, and the gas often migrated into buildings located
adjacent to the dump site, setting
the stage for explosions. What was
thought as a cheap and effective
way to dispose of trash became an
environmental nightmare. Dumps
across the country were contaminating the environment. Love Canal is
just one example of the horror stories that was the result of unregulated dumping of waste.
Beginning in the mid-’60s, federal
and state governments passed a
mountain of regulations controlling the disposal of solid waste.
The most significant legislation was
The Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act; the 1976 federal law
as amended, in 1986, provided the
Environmental Protection Agency
the authority to control hazardous
waste from “cradle to grave.” The
law launched control over the generation, transportation, treatment,
storage and disposal of hazardous
waste. The Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act set forth a framework for the management of solid
waste. With the passage of the Clean
Air Act, numerous incinerators were
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shut down, unable to meet air emission
standards. With this new legislation
dumps were forced to close, and communities were mandated to cap dumps
to prevent further leachate from migrating into the groundwater. Controls
were placed to eliminate the migration
of methane gas. The new regulations
now required waste to be disposed in
a lined landfill, directing leachate to a
wastewater treatment plant. Methane
gas emissions now required permits.
Newly-constructed incinerators were
mandated to install state-of-the-art air
emissions control equipment meeting
permit requirements. The ash residue
coming from these incinerators was
now disposed of in new lined landfills. The days of dumping and running
were over! Solid waste was about to become a sophisticated business.
Below are excerpts of a speech that
I gave in 2007 at Vermont College as
Secretary of Environmental Affairs in
Vermont. It had been over twenty years
since I walked into the City of Burlington landfill as the City’s first Public
Works Director two days into the job.
“The leachate was oozing into the wetlands, methane gas was migrating into

adjacent homes, and it looked like the
seagulls were holding a national convention. The best part of the trip was
when I asked the attendant where he
secured his tipping fees at the end of
the day. He told me he took the money
bag home at night and stored it in his
freezer. When I asked him if he was in
balance he replied that he had taken a
loan to buy a fishing rod and would be
in balance on payday. The experience
I had that day was similar to hundreds
of solid waste facilities across the country at the time. We were about to enter
a new age of how solid waste would be
managed in the future.
“In the last twenty years tremendous
progress has been made across the
country to improve solid waste and
recycling. Old landfills were capped,
new lined landfills were constructed,
recycling rates have improved, there
are more solid waste professionals in
the solid waste industry today, and the
technology to manage waste has improved tremendously.
“I think if someone were to give those
who have worked in the solid waste
business a report card for the work that
has been completed over the last twen-

ty years the grades would be high. But
at the bottom of the report card there
would be a note stating that although
your work has been good, you have
just begun the journey to reduce and
reuse our waste.”
The solid waste profession has been
very successful in building systems to
transport waste and dispose of it in a
safe manner. Despite the advancements
made in solid waste management, EPA
reports that the U.S. continues to dispose 169 million tons of waste a year
by burning or landfilling. For the last
decade, recycling rates on average have
held steady in the thirty percent range
or lower.
With a projected worldwide population
projected to exceed 8.5 billion people
by 2050, and with exploding consumption rates, the continued use of natural
resources unabated is unsustainable. A
new paradigm on how we manage our
solid waste must begin anew.

Managing solid waste in the
twenty-first century
The following thoughts and ideas will
help you think about the progress the
solid waste industry needs to take over
the next thirty years.
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•

Recycling efforts must continue to
improve in order to reduce trash.
This is going to require the adoption of new technologies, cap and
trade programs, stiffer recycling
regulations, reduced packaging,
and improved technologies to mechanically separate comingled recyclables.

•

At present, landfills are complex
to manage and an environmental
threat; they represent a society
that wastes. Before building new
landfill space, it is necessary to
make sure that your solid waste
economic model is pro-recycling
and -reduction, not pro-disposal.

•

•

•

•

It is ultimately going to take national legislation or consumer
preference for less packaging that
will provide companies with incentives to reduce packaging, or
to pay premiums for producing
waste. We must explore new ideas
and technology with countries
around the world.
The solutions to our solid waste
problems in the future will not
be science and engineering alone.
Social, economic and policy decisions will play a major role in coming up with the next generation of
solutions for reducing solid waste.
Programs and solutions to reduce
solid waste will not only need to
come from the local, state and federal levels, but at the international
level as well. When consumers buy
products from third-world countries with few solid waste regulations in place, it is difficult for a
company in the U.S. to compete.
Businesses in the U.S. are expected
to follow strict regulations costing more to make a product. We
must constantly remind ourselves
that the environment knows no
boundaries, and pollution in foreign lands impacts all of society.
Education needs to play a prominent role in how we take responsibility for our waste. Our concern
over climate change may become
the catalyst to associate the reduction of solid waste to the reduction
of carbon. Students in one school
in Vermont reduced their solid
waste in half and used the savings
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be turned into energy. The University of New Hampshire is heating
and cooling their campus buildings with methane gas supplied
from a landfill miles away. This is a
win-win for the environment and
a reduced energy cost for the university.

in tipping fees to build a basketball court. The students not only
reduced carbon and saved money,
they improved their quality of life
by building a new basketball court.
It is important that our industry
promote sustainable solid waste
models.
•

•

•

•

It is important to build economic
models that demonstrate that solid waste reduction not only creates
jobs in the solid waste industry, it
saves valuable natural resources.
There will come a day in the nottoo-distant future that a price will
be placed on the extraction of natural resources and become part of
a solid waste cost-benefit analysis.
Forming partnerships is imperative with all those involved in
both the production and reduction of solid waste. Business, as
never before, wants to do the right
thing when it comes to recycling
and source reduction. The public
works community needs to work
with business in developing waste
reduction plans that are economically feasible.
In the coming decades, it is anticipated that research will discover
technologies to convert solid waste
into liquid fuels and gases for reuse. The APWA Georgia Chapter
and the City of Savannah, Ga., are
working with the City of Boras,
Sweden, on this initiative. The City
of Boras has a ninety-six percent
solid waste reduction rate and is
running its buses on fuel produced
from solid waste.
Once solid waste gets into circulation, it is expensive to collect, recycle and dispose of. The packaging
industry holds one of the keys for
reducing solid waste. Present packaging standards will require a revolution if we are to decrease solid
waste disposal. At present, Arizona
State University is working with
major manufacturing companies to
discover new ways to reduce packaging.

•

In the coming decade, individuals
and companies will receive carbon
credits by recycling.

•

Many old, capped dumps hold
volumes of methane gas that can

•

As new economic models are developed identifying the true cost
of extracting natural materials, it
will stimulate new technologies to
reuse and recycle larger portions of
the waste stream.

•

Today there is more emphasis in
using recycled and reprocessed
materials when constructing new
buildings. The U.S. Green Building
Council places a strong emphasis
on building green. They emphasize in their standards for certification the use of recycled products.

•

Jay Marcotte, a member of the
APWA Solid Waste Management
Technical Committee, is writing
his graduate capstone project at
Norwich University on a cap and
trade program for reducing solid
waste.

Summary
In closing, I want to commend the
leadership of Mark Whitfield, the chair
of the APWA Solid Waste Management
Technical Committee, and its members
for leading the way in setting the vision for solid waste management in the
twenty-first century. One of my initiatives as president is to move our Technical Committees around the country
to meet with our chapters. I’m happy
to report that the Solid Waste Management Technical Committee will be
meeting in Phoenix, Ariz., later this
spring to enter a dialogue with chapter
members on the future of solid waste
management.
Putting together a solid waste management plan is like putting a puzzle together. Each segment of a solid waste
plan is interconnected. Public works
managers who understand the pieces
of the solid waste puzzle are then capable of building different models, and
will discover the most effective way to
develop and manage integrated solid
waste plans for the twenty-first century.
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SUSTAINABLE?
Built in 126 AD, the Pantheon Dome was constructed entirely from concrete. Today the same
structure protects its 90th generation. However you use it, concrete stands up to the march of time
and elements. A modern concrete road lasts more than twice as long as an asphalt one. It endures
for generations. That’s sustainable. Period. For more information, visit www.think-harder.org.
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Solid Waste Regulatory Developments
Julia Anastasio
Director of Sustainability
American Public Works Association
Washington, D.C.
s the 112th Congress begins,
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) continues to move forward with new
regulatory requirements that will affect
public works managers nationwide.
The past year resulted in several policy developments of interest to public
works managers concerned about solid
waste issues:

EPA Considers Regulating Fly
Ash, Key Component in Road
Construction
EPA is considering whether to regulate
fly ash under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) to address the safety, environmental and
public health risks from the disposal
of fly ash generated from the combustion of coal at electric utilities and independent power producers. Fly ash is
generated from the combustion of coal
in power plants and captured by pollution control technologies like scrubbers on smokestacks. Fly ash is used
in a variety of applications including
wallboard production, concrete and
roofing materials. The material is also
used in several road construction applications. According to EPA, fly ash can
cause water pollution from impoundments leaching into groundwater and
can lead to accidents such as the failure
of the structural impoundments at the
Tennessee Valley Authority Kinston,
Tenn., facility in December 2008. Fly
ash residuals are currently exempted
from hazardous waste regulation by
EPA and are considered beneficial
wastes by the agency.
EPA is now considering two regulatory
alternatives to deal with the hazards
posed by these materials. EPA’s pro6          APWA Reporter
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posed approach would either classify
fly ash as either a hazardous material or
a non-hazardous material under RCRA.
Under the first proposed approach, EPA
would list the fly ash residuals as special waste subject to regulation under
Subtitle C of RCRA, when destined for
disposal in landfills or other surface
impoundments. Under the second proposed approach, EPA would regulate fly
ash under Subtitle D of RCRA, the section for non-hazardous wastes. Many
stakeholders have raised concerns
about the proposed rule and the two
approaches proposed by the agency.
Several commentators worry that any
change in the regulatory status of fly
ash would cause significant harm to
groups using these materials as beneficial by-products. Stakeholders are
concerned that regulating fly ash as a
hazardous material under RCRA could
lead to scarce landfill capacity filling
up even sooner. Moreover, new regulatory treatment could raise the cost of
important construction material and
make local construction projects more
costly. A designation under RCRA
could also lead to increased liability for
new construction and demolition projects that include fly ash residuals, creating a stigma against using materials
that contain fly ash and including new
and uncertain requirements for the
shipping, handling, use and disposal of
this material.
APWA recently collaborated with the
four municipal organizations, the National Association of County Engineers
(NACE), the National Association of
Counties (NACO), the National League
of Cities (NLC), and the US Conference of Mayors on a letter written to
EPA Administrator Jackson to comment on the proposed changes to the

rules governing the disposal of coal
combustion residuals. The letter states
that all of the organizations believe
that the EPA should carefully consider
the unintended consequences of any
new regulatory policy regulating coal
combustion residuals (CCRs) under the
RCRA. They also stated their understanding of the need for EPA to regulate CCR impoundments to protect
public health and ensure public safety,
but cautioned the agency to avoid any
regulatory scheme that discourages the
use of these essential by-products.
Local governments use these by-products in many applications that are essential to public works and infrastructure development. For instance, CCR
by-products are used in highway construction both as a soil treatment for
subgrades and as a component in the
concrete they use in many applications.
Regulating these essential by-products
as hazardous wastes would effectively
eliminate the use of these by-products
because of the increased stigma associated with a hazardous waste designation, potential increases in liability for
new construction and demolition activities, and increased materials costs.
Moreover, a hazardous waste designation would create new and uncertain
requirements for shipping, handling,
use and disposal of these by-products.
EPA and the states have the authority to protect public safety, health
and the environment by establishing requirements on disposal liners,
monitoring requirements and other
protective safety measures. Relying on
a regulatory approach like this would
still provide sufficient safety, public
health and environmental protection
without unnecessarily raising disposal

costs, materials costs, administrative
burdens, and potential liability issues.
Conversely, a hazardous waste designation may strain already dwindling hazardous waste landfill space. Moreover,
they stated that a hazardous waste
declaration would have a disastrous effect on responsible CCR recycling applications thereby increasing the need
for the harvesting of virgin materials.
Such an approach would result in increased greenhouse gas emissions and
increased cost of materials. They encouraged EPA to choose a regulatory
approach that balances the need to
protect public safety with the continued use of these important and beneficial by-products.
EPA is currently sifting through more
than 400,000 comments and testimony
received on the issue. The agency originally had planned on issuing a final
rule in 2011. The agency hopes to meet
this schedule, but given the number of
comments it must consider the agency
may not make that deadline.

EPA Proposes Changes to
Emissions Rules for Sewage
Sludge Incinerators
EPA also issued a proposed rule to cut
emissions of mercury particulate pollution and other harmful pollutants
from sewage sludge incinerators (SSI)
under the Clean Air Act (CAA). EPA’s
proposal states that EPA “is proposing
that sewage sludge, generated from
POTWs and when combusted, be classified as a solid waste, and subject to
the CAA Section 129 requirements.
The proposed rule would define sewage sludge destined for incineration as
a solid waste. The agency’s proposal
would eliminate the current regulatory
treatment of publicly owned treatment
works (POTW) sewage sludge is not a
solid waste and should be regulated
under the CWA. In the proposal, EPA
maintains that the domestic sewage
exclusion, which excludes dissolved
and solid materials in sewage from the
definition of solid waste, does not extend to POTW-generated sludges and
that when those sludges are incinerated, they are considered a solid waste.

The impacts of the proposed rule are
significant and, for sewage sludge incinerators, the impact will be immediate. In anticipation of the final rule,
EPA has already begun developing
maximum achievable control technology (MACT) standards under Section
129 of the CAA that will be applicable
to all sewage sludge incinerators. The

proposal is intended to cut mercury
emissions from these SSI units by
more than 75%. The proposed rule
sets numeric limits for both new and
existing SSI units with separate standards for multiple hearths and fluidized bed incinerators. In addition, the
proposed rule would establish opacity limits and emission limits for nine

ConCrete pavements.
BeCaUse a road shoUld last.

Concrete Pavement

Concrete Overlay

Full-Depth Reclamation

Cement-Treated Base

Concrete
Subbase (aggregate or cement-treated)

Concrete Pavement
Subgrade (untreated or cement-treated)

We build roads to get us from where we are to where we want to go. Yet, the vast
majority of roads are paved with asphalt, a surface that deteriorates and puts
obstacles between you and your destination like potholes, rutting, and traffic
congestion from repeated repairs. Unlike asphalt, concrete is strong and durable.
It stands up to traffic and the elements for more than 30 years. With concrete,
you keep moving forward. to learn more, visit www.think-harder.org/paving.
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pollutants emitted from the regulated
SSI units: mercury, lead, cadmium,
hydrogen chloride, particulate matter,
carbon monoxide, dioxins/furans, nitrogen oxides and sulfur dioxide. The
proposed standards could mean that
many SSI units will have to install one
or more pollution controls devices to
meet the new requirements. The proposed rule also includes provisions for
testing, monitoring, record keeping, reporting and operator training.

EPA Decides to Defer GHG
Permitting Requirements for
Biomass Facilities
Last year, EPA took steps to require reporting of greenhouse gas emissions
(GHGs) by several facility types to provide a better understanding of where
GHGs are coming from and guide development of the best possible policies and programs to reduce emissions.
The data collected by the agency will
allow businesses to track their own
emissions, compare them to similar facilities, and provide assistance in identifying cost-effective ways to reduce
emissions in the future. This comprehensive, nationwide emissions data
will help in the fight against climate
change. The first annual reports for
the largest emitting facilities, covering
calendar year 2010, will be submitted
to EPA in 2011. Fossil fuel and industrial GHG suppliers, motor vehicle and
engine manufacturers, and facilities
that emit 25,000 metric tons or more
of CO2 equivalent per year will be required to report GHG emissions data
to EPA annually. Vehicle and engine
manufacturers outside of the lightduty sector will begin phasing in GHG
reporting with model year 2011. Some
source categories included in the proposed rule are still under review.
EPA recently announced its plans to
defer, for three years, GHG permitting
requirements for carbon dioxide emissions from biomass fired sources. In announcing the deferral, the agency said
it intends to use the next three years
to seek further independent scientific
analysis and then develop a rulemak8          APWA Reporter
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ing on how these emissions should
be treated in determining whether a
Clean Air Act permit is needed, as well
as determining how to count these
emissions under the GHG permitting
requirements. Carbon dioxide emissions from biomass-fired sources are
generated during the combustion or
decomposition of biologically-based
material. Sources covered by this notice include facilities that emit carbon
dioxide as a result of burning forest or
agricultural products for energy, wastewater treatment and livestock management facilities, landfills, and fermentation processes for ethanol production.
The rules outlined above only reflect
a small portion of the activities EPA
has been engaged in this past year, but
each of them will impact public works
operations. APWA’s Washington Office

will continue to monitor and report
on these developments and, when appropriate, file comments on those rules
that will have an impact on public
works operations nationwide. If you
have any questions, feel free to contact
Julia Anastasio at janastasio@apwa.net.

A LITTLE HELP
Page 59 of the January issue referred individuals interested in
the new emergency management
training course for public works
professionals to the FEMA training website. The simplest way to
find that information is to go to
http://training.fema.gov/EMIWeb/
IS/is552.asp.

THE ROAD TO DENVER
The 2011 APWA International Public Works Congress & Exposition will take place in
Denver, Colo., September 18-21. In each issue of the APWA Reporter we’ll highlight
one of Denver’s unique attractions. Denver is a great city and our annual conference
will be a terrific show!

Denver’s Downtown Aquarium is an Association of Zoo and Aquarium facility that has
a 150,000-gallon reef tank. The exhibits boast 1.25 million gallons of saltwater and
freshwater habitats from around the world. The Downtown Aquarium is one of the few
aquariums in the U.S. that allows the public to get immersed in their large tanks either
through a scuba or snorkel program, and is also one of the few aquariums that is open
at night. The old Ocean Journey Aquarium was bought by Landry’s in 2003 and, after a
multi-million-dollar renovation, was reopened in July 2005. (Photo credit: Randy Brown
for the Denver Metro Convention & Visitors Bureau)
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Solid Waste Management Committee:
Keeping a watchful eye on debris and
waste management
Mabel Tinjacá, Ph.D., Director of Professional Development, and Joan Awald, Professional Development
Coordinator, American Public Works Association, Kansas City, Missouri
hristmas and all of its trappings might seem like a distant
memory by now, but heaps
of evidence are still with us—
gift wrap, packaging, shipping cartons, and food containers—moving
through the waste stream that is the
dark underbelly of consumerism. Of
course, the resulting debris from our
acquisition of material goods is only
part of the problem. Add medical and
pharmaceutical waste, electronics
disposal, industrial waste, household
hazardous waste, and debris from natural disasters to the pot and we’ve got
a stew that can be hazardous to our
health and the environment.

Aftermath of a tornado that struck Wadena,
Minn., on June 17, 2010. When feasible, debris
is separated, sorted and recycled before
deposited in a landfill. (Photo credit: FEMA
News Photo)

APWA’s Solid Waste Management
Committee (SWMC) not only keeps
a watchful eye on the situation, they
work to find solutions to the problems
that are the result of decades of dependence on landfills. The relatively low
cost of landfills has been a disincentive for change. Turning old landfills
into recreational areas has made the
public too comfortable with continu10          APWA Reporter
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ally building new landfills at the rate of
3,500 acres per year in the U.S. Locating landfills far beyond the city limits
of large metropolitan areas means refuse must be transported long distances, incurring greater fuel consumption
and expense.
SWMC members actively promote an
enlightened approach to waste management among professionals in the
field. Dependence upon landfills can
be lessened by adopting a hierarchy of
integrated waste management: reduce,
recycle/reuse, recovery and, lastly,
landfills for materials not eliminated
by the aforementioned steps.
Addressing the first level of the hierarchy—reducing the waste stream—
encourages “product stewardship”
whereby manufacturers would be accountable for the entire lifecycle of
their products and packaging. The next
level of the hierarchy—recycling and
reusing—is a familiar concept, but we
might not be aware of the wide range
of recycling undertaken in most cities.
Yard trimmings and food residuals constitute nearly a quarter of the U.S. municipal solid waste stream; composting
at our homes and municipal or private
facilities creates a useful product from
organic waste, creating a sustainable
loop by returning to the earth what
we have reaped. Non-household construction materials like concrete and
asphalt are also part of the recycling
business. The third level is the recovery
of resources within the residual waste
stream. “Waste to energy” is a relatively new process where waste is burned
in high temperate furnaces to generate
heat, steam or electricity. Emissions

are “scrubbed” and filtered to protect
our air quality and the resultant ash is
used in road construction and to cover
landfills.
According to SWMC Chairman Mark
Whitfield, our waste stream is one area
of public works where we can close the
loop. Many communities all over the
world, and a few in the U.S., have adopted Zero Waste goals and strategies
which will go a long way in making
solid waste management a sustainable
industry.
The SWMC’s collective expertise is utilized in the annual revision of numerous Position Statements that are put
forth to guide public policies that affect
public works professionals. Advocacy
positions on a variety of issues including pharmaceutical waste, organics recycling, EPA standards, and legislation
are carefully constructed, keeping realworld conditions in mind. Position
Statements and Guidance Statements
can be found on the APWA website by
clicking on the Advocacy tab.
The committee makes significant
contributions to APWA educational
programs every year by offering sessions at Congress related to solid waste
management. They also sponsor Click,
Listen & Learn programs produced by
the Professional Development Department. “Organics Recycling: Going Beyond Yard Waste” aired in November
and will be rebroadcast on March 29.
This is an exceptionally timely topic as
more communities strive to divert organic materials from the waste stream
with curbside recycling while reaping
the benefits of compost production.

In addition to writing or soliciting articles for the annual solid waste management issue of the Reporter, the committee published another book this year.
Humor doesn’t usually spring to mind
when thinking about waste management, but SWMC member Marc Rogoff has collected a number of interesting, sometimes hilarious, stories about
trash collection and landfills. Talking
Trash is available through the online
bookstore on the APWA website.
Reaching out to the chapters and the
membership at large is a goal that President George Crombie has set for all of
the Technical Committees. To that end,
the SWMC will hold its annual spring
meeting in Phoenix, Ariz., where they
will meet with the Solid Waste Committee of the Arizona Chapter. They
will tour local solid waste operations
to learn about cutting-edge technologies used in Phoenix that can be shared
with APWA members. The SWMC will
also discuss the educational program
needs of the Arizona Chapter.
The committee welcomed one new
member this year at Congress, Jason
Marcotte, Assistant Director of Public
Works in Bryan, Tex.; Jason replaced
outgoing member Rick Person of St.
Louis Park, Minn. Other members include Mark Whitfield, Chair, State College, Penn.; Keith Howard, Ft. Myers,
Fla.; Charlie Jones, Reading, Penn.;
Ziad Mazboudi, San Juan Capistrano,
Calif.; and Marc Rogoff, Tampa, Fla.
The Board Liaison to the committee is
At-Large Director Daryl Grigsby.
Mabel Tinjacá can be reached at (816)
595-5214 or mtinjaca@apwa.net; Joan
Awald can be reached at (816) 595-5217
or jawald@apwa.net. Courtney Thompson
(cthompson@apwa.net) is the staff liaison
to the Solid Waste Management Committee, having recently been promoted to
the position of Professional Development
Program Manager. To read more about
this and other committees, please visit
our website at www. apwa.net and select
“Technical Committees.”

Snow Conference Technical Tour to
showcase three facilities
Jay A. Wells
Maintenance & Operations Superintendent
Washington Department of Transportation
Olympia, Washington
On April 13, the final day of the North
American Snow & Pacific Northwest
Snowfighters Conference, attendees will be
able to visit three public works facilities in
Spokane, Washington. For more information on this year’s conference, see the special two-page section (pages 14-15) in this
issue or visit www.apwa.net/snow.
The APWA Washington State Chapter
and the Pacific Northwest Snowfighters
are proud to be your hosts for the 2011
APWA North American Snow & Pacific
Northwest Snowfighters Conference—
“The Show for Snow”—in Spokane,
Washington.
Each year, the Snow Conference features Technical Tours on the last day
of the conference. This year’s tour will
feature stops at the City of Spokane’s
liquid deicer storage facility, Washington State Department of Transportation Pines Maintenance Facility, and
the City of Spokane’s large maintenance and operations yard. All three
facilities are located within a short bus
trip from the downtown conference
venue.

WSDOT Pines salt brine manufacturing facility in Spokane, Washington

equipment and techniques. WSDOT
staff will be on hand to share their experiences with salt brine and how it is
used in eastern Washington.

At the first stop on the tour, participants will visit the City of Spokane’s
unique public-private partnership,
vendor-maintained, liquid deicer storage facility. The facility has two million gallons of liquid deicer storage
capacity. The storage facility stockpiles
120,000 gallons of liquid deicer on a
keep-full basis for the City of Spokane
during the winter season.
The second stop of the tour will be a
visit to the Washington State Department of Transportation Pines Maintenance Facility where WSDOT staff will
show their salt brine manufacturing
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The City of Spokane’s two-million-gallon
liquid deicer storage facility

The conclusion of the Technical Tour
will take place at the City of Spokane’s
large operations yard. Tour participants

will see a large variety of snow and ice
equipment from WSDOT, Spokane
County and the City of Spokane. Featured equipment will include a variety
of single and tandem snowplows, salt
spreaders, Automated Vehicle Location/Automatic Data Collection equipment, and more. Equipment operators
and managers will be on hand to discuss the equipment and their respective snow and ice operations.
We are certain you won’t want to miss
the Technical Tour and the opportunity to meet the men and women of Spokane and share the Pacific Northwest
snowfighting experience.
Jay Wells can be reached at (360) 7057863 or wellsj@wsdot.wa.gov.

Better serve your

community

from more places in the community.
Equip your employees with AT&T’s suite of Mobility Solutions for
Government. AT&T can help your government agency be even more
productive and efficient. Our apps can speed deployment and tracking of
emergency response crews. Give inspectors location-specific information
before appointments. Provide social workers access to case files from the
field. All on the nation’s fastest mobile broadband network.

See what our government solutions team can do
for your agency at att.com/GovernmentAPWA

AT&T’s mobile broadband network is not available in all areas.
© 2011 AT&T Intellectual Property. All rights reserved. AT&T, the AT&T logo and all other AT&T marks
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April 10-13, 2011
Spokane Conven

Hosted by the APWA W

Register on-lin

Snow Conference at a Glance
Sunday, April 10

Monday April 11

5:00 – 7:00 p.m.
Exhibit Hours

9:00 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.
Exhibit Hours

8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.
Winter Maintenance Supervisor
Certificate Program

8:00 – 9:30 a.m.
General Session “Talk Show”
Winter Maintenance Practices and
Sustainability

1:00 – 2:00 p.m.
Education Sessions
2:15 – 3:15 p.m.
Education Sessions
3:30 – 5:00 p.m.
Opening General Session
Keynote Speaker: Al Walker
5:00 – 7:00 p.m.
Exhibit Opening and
Welcome Reception

9:30 – 10:30 a.m.
Non-compete Exhibit Time
Coffee Break on the Exhibit Floor
10:30 – 11:20 a.m.
Education Sessions
11:20 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.
Non-compete Exhibit Time
Lunch on the Exhibit Floor
12:45 – 1:45 p.m.
Roundtable Discussion Groups

2:00 – 2:50 p.m.
Education Sessions
2:50 – 3:30 p.m.
Non-compete Exhibit Time
3:30 – 4:30 p.m.
Education Sessions

For Snow!

WA North American Snow
Northwest Snowfighters Conference

1
ntion Center, Spokane, Washington

Washington Chapter & Pacific Northwest Snowfighters Association

ne at www.apwa.net/snow
The combined APWA/PNS exhibit floor is shaping up to be bigger and better than ever, with more than 120 companies
participating. Everything from innovative new equipment and technology to ground-breaking new products and services
focused on snow & ice removal and winter operations will be on display. Come kick some tires!

Tuesday, April 12
8:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
Exhibit Hours
8:00 – 8:50 a.m.
Education Sessions
8:50 – 10:10 a.m.
Non-Compete Exhibit Time
Coffee Break on the Exhibit Floor
10:10 – 11:00 a.m.
Education Sessions
11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
Non-compete Exhibit Time
Lunch on the Exhibit Floor
12:30 – 1:30 p.m.
Education Sessions

Wednesday, April 13

1:45 – 2:45 p.m.
Education Sessions
3:00 – 4:30 p.m.
Closing General Session
Keynote Speaker: Grant Goodeve
6:30 p.m.
Snow Banquet
Entertainment: Tim Behrens
performs “The Best of
Patrick McManus”

8:00 a.m. – 12:00 noon
Technical Tour

If you want to improve your agency’s winter maintenance program,
the joint APWA/PNS Snow Conference is the place to be!
Acquire insight into the latest snow equipment and technology
Discover new ways of interpreting weather forecasts
Explore other agencies’ best practices
Interpret the snow and ice alphabet soup
Learn how to plan for effective snow and ice removal
Network with top snow and ice experts from across North America

Preparing for the 2011 National Public
Works Week
Easy strategies for a successful celebration
Leslie K. Green
APWA Consultant
American Public Works Association
Kansas City, Missouri
ational Public Works Week (NPWW) was first held
in 1960 and communities have since come together
during the third full week in May to celebrate. It
is a time to honor and salute the men and women
who work tirelessly year-round to revitalize, reinvest and
renew communities across North America. These public
works professionals provide an array of services that maintain and sustain the infrastructure. It is through NPWW
that the American Public Works Association highlights the
dedication of those employees working hard to make our
communities greater for each generation. Equally significant
during NPWW is the role that APWA plays in providing a
closer glimpse into public works issues, career opportunities
within the public works spectrum, as well as educational information for children and teens. Collectively, these areas of
emphasis serve to bring communities together and enhance
the quality of life for cities throughout North America.

are several activities for the children from viewing untreated water organisms under a microscope and taking part in
water testing to riding garbage trucks and street sweepers.
The City of Lodi, California, has celebrated NPWW with
a breakfast, which celebrated the efforts of current and retired public works employees. Afterwards, equipment safety
awareness tours were given to local elementary school-aged
children. This past year the City of South Salt Lake, Utah,
decided to hold a contest to name the city’s excavation machine. The participants of this contest were local elementary
students. Part of the contest was a presentation about public
works and excavator machines. Among the various prizes
awarded, perhaps none was more thrilling than a certificate
signed by Mayor Dean Maxwell, naming the contest winner
Honorary Public Works Director for the day!
It is important to be proactive! So, begin working now on a
plan of action for the 2011 National Public Works Week –
May 15-21, 2011. Below are a few ideas that may be helpful
when planning your National Public Works Week celebration:
• Sponsor a poster, essay, or coloring contest for younger
students, involving themes such as parks and recreation
or public safety.
• Prepare and distribute public works fact sheets on services
provided to the community at local schools, in local businesses and at local events.

Elementary schoolchildren taking part in water testing at the City of
Anacortes’ Wastewater Treatment Plant

This year, the 2011 theme for the NPWW is “Public Works:
Serving You and Your Community.” NPWW celebrations
have varied through the years and from state to state, yet the
primary goals remain the same—to foster continued growth
and awareness of NPWW and the work of public works professionals. Many cities kick off NPWW with a parade involving students and public works employees, host a luncheon
for public works professionals, or host an open house tour
of a public works facility. For instance, the City of Anacortes,
Washington, Public Works Department annually hosts an
Open House at the local Wastewater Treatment Plant. There
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• Hold open houses and give tours of local public works facilities. The goal is to educate the public, so be sure to
have displays highlighting services provided by the public
works departments.
• Reach out to community groups, such as service clubs and
scouting organizations, encouraging them to come as a
group to see how various public works facilities operate.
• Create a citizens’ academy that allows you to collaborate
with citizens and encourage them to take a more active
role in public works issues.
Whatever you do to help educate the citizens in your communities—it’s time to start now! After all, NPWW is just a
few months away. To learn more about how you can create
awareness and effect change in your community, visit http://
www.apwa.net/About/NPWW/ for additional resources.

Downsizing: Dealing with
survivors’ emotions
Scott Solverson, P.E., Vice President, AECOM, Milwaukee, Wis., and Chair, APWA Wisconsin
Chapter Diversity Committee; Kurt Peot, Civil/Municipal Supervisor, Ruekert & Mielke, Inc.,
Waukesha, Wis.; William Dunlop, P.Eng., Senior Project Manager, Foth Infrastructure & Environment LLC, Sun Prairie, Wis.; and Clark Wantoch, P.E., Administrative and Transportation Design
Manager, City of Milwaukee, Wis., and Director, APWA Wisconsin Chapter
hether you call it downsizing, rightsizing or layoffs,
these changes will have an
impact on the individuals
that are asked to leave. How do these
changes impact the staff that remain
and what can employers do to make
the transition successful for their organization? What is presented here is
based on the APWA National Diversity
Committee webinar on this subject,
their survey, and the authors’ 130+
years of experience to help managers
and staff dealing with these issues.
Once a reduction in staff takes place,
the remaining individuals’ perception
could range from “Glad it wasn’t me”
to “Am I next?” Very often the leaders’
and managers’ first concerns are identifying where the cuts will be made
and determining who will be directly
affected, not the effect on the staff remaining. Managers consider the staff
remaining as safe from the cuts, thus
not affected. Staff’s perception may
have a whole different feel to it. What
leadership does in the planning and
implementation of a reduction in the
workforce can lessen or eliminate negative feelings and create a stronger business organization moving forward.

How can downsizing be
accomplished to minimize
negative survivor emotions?
With the need for a reduction established, implementing the change needs
to be planned to have the least effect
on the organization and the client(s) it
serves. Public or private organizations
exist to provide service to clients. The
full impact of the change being made
needs to be clearly understood and
communicated to the clients served.

The planning involved should address
the following to minimize negative impacts:
• Anticipated losses and timing
• Internal and external impacts
• Transition of the responsibilities and
clients of the departing staff
• How the departing staff can help
with the change
• Notifying internal and external clients
• Introducing new contact(s) to clients
• Quick assessment procedure/transition plan for unexpected departures
Since attrition should have the least
impact on the organization and its clients, it should be given first consideration. Incentives for early retirement
or departure should be considered, if
the organization is able.
Reductions in a workforce by layoffs or
terminations can have a much greater
impact on the organization and affect its ability to serve its clients in
the short and long term. Planning and
communication must be clear and understood by everyone in the organization. The cornerstone of the reduction
plan should be that it is fair, equitable,
and done in accordance with the organization’s policies, labor agreements
and applicable laws.
Planning should include determining
the benefits or assistance that can be
provided to the departing staff. Items
to consider include:
professional
• Provide
placement counseling

career/job

• Assist in maintaining contacts with
their career networks – print e-mail
contact lists, allow them to keep
their cell phone number, forward
e-mail and mail
• Consider letters of recommendation
to potential employers – positive recommendations
Communicate changes with honesty
and consistency. As part of your planning, the message that you provide to
the remaining employees must be developed to simply and clearly state:
• The reasons for the reduction
• Actions being taken to assist departing staff
• The impacts of the changes on remaining staff
• That remaining staff are vital to the
future success of the organization
• Transitioning plan responsibilities
• How remaining staff fit into the
long/short-term organization goals
Through careful planning of the conduct of the reduction, remaining staff
can be reassured and negative emotions minimized by displaying true
concern for the departing staff, the remaining staff and, most important, the
clients.

How the work will get done
With any reduction planned, there will
be an inherent trend of lower morale
within the organization. Other potential impacts could include:
• Loss of continuity with stakeholders
• Loss of expertise/institutional knowledge/long-term relationships
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• Challenges to keep current work on
set schedules
• Need to restructure the entire organization
• Need to achieve higher levels of efficiency
• Need to effectively match the organization to the work
• Less advancement opportunities for
the remaining staff
• Reduced ability to react to future
changes
In the short term, layoffs can be very
chaotic and tend to be overwhelming
for the staff. The effects of this type
of reduction should lessen in the long
term as the organization adjusts and
begins to grow in its new structure.
Although reductions bring on challenges, they can also bring on rewards
and positive consequences. It is up to
the remaining staff and managers to effectively transition from what was, to

what will be. With abrupt changes in
workload and workforce, the old tasks
may be unattainable, unrealistic or not
applicable. The following is a summary using a methodology from the
Seven Habits of Highly Effective People by
Dr. Stephen R. Covey that can be employed by each staff member to determine the nature of the tasks in front
of them:
• Tasks critical to the organization,
must be urgently performed
• Tasks critical to the organization,
need not be performed immediately
• Tasks not critical, are urgently needed
• Tasks not critical or important
From this evaluation, employees and
managers should strive to complete all
critical and urgent tasks immediately
and fill in any gaps each day with noncritical tasks. Management must create
the environment that will allow the individual staff to communicate and verify the priority of the tasks to be done.

Whether through normal staff meetings, special coordination meetings or
forums, the communication must be
continual and effective.
As the organization moves forward it
is important to encourage initiatives
and foster teamwork. An organization’s
goals can ultimately be achieved by relying on the initiative and ingenuity
of surviving staff. Hopefully, the team
will see new ways to do old tasks that
could be more efficient or tasks eliminated because they are not needed.

Moving on with your team
after the reduction in force
Through the entire process, management needs to be open and honest with
staff in order to thwart rumors and retain trust. Once the reduction process
is complete, it is time to move forward
with extra efforts needed to rebuild camaraderie and a positive atmosphere.
Leaders must work diligently to restore
the organization’s self-confidence and
create a new, improved atmosphere.

Don’t miss this chance
…to get in the APWA Reporter’s Annual Buyer’s
Guide and Facilities & Grounds issue
By advertising in the APWA Reporter, news of your equipment,
product or service will be sent to more than 29,000 APWA
members, most of whom are key decision makers in their agencies.
So, don’t miss this opportunity to advertise in the April “Buyer’s
Guide” issue, which will give you a direct contact with the
leaders in the industry. In addition, the April issue is our annual
“Facilities & Grounds” issue, and our members will be looking
to the issue for information on facility maintenance, grounds
management and urban forestry.

The deadline to reserve your space is March 7; the materials are
due by March 9.
Bonus: Advertise and we’ll give you a free listing in our “Products
in the News” column!

Call Amanda or Chris at (800) 800-0341.
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How does management get those remaining to “buy in” so that the desired efficiencies of downsizing are
achieved? The use of small “mini-conferences” where staff can ask questions,
share ideas, gripe, and vent apart from
operational meetings is one. They are
not only cathartic, but important to assuage the emotions that staff may feel
as the “survivors” and begin to restore
organizational trust. By being heard,
staff should feel that they are now part
of the post-reduction process of planning and running the new organization. Staff must know that their selfworth is intact, and respected by the
organization. They should be allowed
to help shape the organization moving
forward.
Shared values need to be reinforced
through accurate and transparent
communication. Shared values are the
foundation for rebuilding productive
and genuine working relationships
moving ahead. Establishment methodologies include conducting town
hall meetings, visioning sessions, and
brainstorming meetings. Once the
shared values of the organization are
confirmed by all remaining parties,
other elements for success moving
ahead will come in synch.
The organization must start to celebrate its successes together. Celebrating can be very difficult if done too
soon after staff reductions take place.
However, there is no doubt that feeling successful will help staff move beyond any negative emotions. Finding
ways to reward these achievements will
help reinforce respect and trust. Some
events to celebrate include:
•
•
•
•
•

during and after staff reductions have
taken place will greatly enhance the effective transition. It is very important
to know that the emotions of remaining staff are influenced by the manner
in which other staff are let go. Be sure
remaining staff know how important
they are to the success of the organization’s future and celebrate those successes when they happen.

ALL SEASON Spreader and Conveyor Encapsulant

Apply once to lubricate & seal —
Easy, one step application process and your spreaders are all set
for winter operations.
Lubricates drag chains —
Helps prevent against costly drag chain seizure or breakage all winter long.
Seals components —
Creates a protective barrier against corrosive salts and chlorides.
Environmentally responsible and will not wash off.
Trusted by over 40 State Departments of Transportation.

Salt & Chloride Neutralizer
Easy to use — Quickly removes the corrosive
white salt residue left behind after pressure
washing with ordinary detergents.
Prevents rust & corrosion damage —
To radiators, wiring harnesses, oil pans and
other mild steel components.

Deadlines met
Jobs well done Goals achieved
Projects completed
Organizational successes
Creativity and innovation

A consistent theme to the success of a
staff reduction and the easing of survivor emotions is good open lines of
communication throughout the organization. A well-defined plan before,

Scott Solverson can be reached at (414)
225-5164 or Scott.Solverson@AECOM.
com; Kurt Peot can be reached at (262)
542-5733
or
kpeot@ruekert-mielke.
com; William Dunlop can be reached at
(217) 649-1236 or whdunlop15@yahoo.
com; and Clark Wantoch can be reached
at (414) 286-2401 or clark.wantoch@
milwaukee.gov.

Saves budget dollars —
Keep your fleet and
equipment out of the
shop. Avoid unscheduled
maintenance.
PROTECTION

PRESERVATION

PERFORMANCE

www.rhomar.com
solutions@rhomar.com
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San Francisco DPW celebrates its
accomplishments during National
Public Works Week
Edward D. Reiskin
Director, Department of Public Works
City & County of San Francisco, California
an Francisco, the city by the bay,
is known for its impressive hills
and magnificent scenery and is
home to one of the oldest organizations in the city, the San Francisco
Department of Public Works (SFDPW).
For more than a century, the agency
has continuously adapted to meet the
diverse needs of San Francisco residents.
Public works departments across the
country are doing more with less in this
tough economic environment, while
still managing to bring quality projects
and services to their cities and counties.
SFDPW is no different. We exceeded our
goal this year by paving more than 300
blocks, celebrated the grand opening of
Laguna Honda Hospital and Rehabilitation Center, and turned over the first
shovel of dirt at the groundbreaking
of San Francisco General Hospital, an
$887 million voter-approved infrastructure project that will provide the city
with a seismically-safe trauma center.
SFDPW also implemented several innovative clean and green programs. We
launched a Clean and Green Trucks program to rid neighborhoods of unsightly
graffiti on delivery trucks, implemented
better photo sharing with the police
department to better identify and prosecute graffiti-taggers, and launched a
StreetsmARTS program with the Arts
Commission to transform formerly
graffiti-tagged walls into beautiful,
neighborhood supported murals. We
also celebrated the tenth anniversary of
the Community Clean Team, our premier, city-wide cleaning and greening
volunteer program where we recently
incorporated Urban Gleaning into activities that allow volunteers to collect
fruit from trees that is then donated
to local food banks. We also achieved
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accreditation by the American Public
Works Association, further professionalizing our department and motivating
our staff to reach our goal of a worldclass public works organization.
SFDPW is also improving and enhancing the streetscape experience. We
know that by creating a safe, friendly
and attractive environment for people
that bike and walk in our city, we are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions,
encouraging a healthier lifestyle, and
maximizing our resources. In addition
to repaving, we transformed streets
from places that were once just for
motor vehicles into more modern, efficient, sustainable and attractive places
that serve all modes of transportation.
Our Great Streets Program takes multiple street blocks in a commercial corridor and installs traffic calming and
quality of life features including new
furnishings, updated traffic and pedestrian lights, bike lanes, landscaping,
and public art. A Pavement to Parks
Program allowed us to work with the
community to reclaim excess street
space, primarily at intersections, and
repurpose them for use as new plazas,
allowing patrons to enjoy and explore
the unique characteristics of our neighborhoods. Furthermore, residents are
enjoying access to 100 Street Parks,
where vacant and littered lots, sidewalks and medians were turned into
viable community gardens through
private donations and community
partnerships. Local residents assume
stewardship of these new gardens and
landscaped areas that sometimes include food-producing plants that are
enjoyed by the community.
SFDPW continues to partner with community groups to clean and green the

city. We celebrated ten years of Community Clean Team, where volunteers
clean the city district by district. In
the past year, we recruited more than
3,000 volunteers who donated 10,000
volunteer hours to plant more than
200 trees, remove more than 21,000
pounds of debris and green waste,
sweep 342 blocks and remove 111,700
square feet of graffiti.
These accomplishments are driven by
DPW’s drive to professionalize the department and employ best practices so
that DPW can deliver world-class public service to San Franciscans. In 2010,
we became the fourth in the state
and 57th in the country to achieve
accreditation by APWA. The accreditation helps SFDPW improve as an
organization and raises the standards
across the board by determining how
the provision of public works services
in San Francisco compares to recommended best practices identified by
nationally recognized experts in the
field of public works.

APWA Accreditation Council member David
Van Vooren (left) presents plaque to SFDPW
Director Edward Reiskin.

The journey toward accreditation began in 2008 and involved the devel-

At SFDPW’s Open House during National Public Works Week, a staff member shows kids how to
fill a pothole.

opment, adoption and implementation of a strategic plan, a three-year
road map to guide the department in
achieving its vision and mission. It also
included the review and assessment of
APWA-recommended
management
practices. DPW met national standards
for 306 practices and four of these were
recognized as model practices: the
department’s Strategic Plan; the Strategic Plan review process; capital and
infrastructure asset reporting; and the
dissemination of hazardous materials
information. Today, the Department of
Public Works has an 18-volume Procedure Manual.
SFDPW celebrated these accomplishments during National Public Works
Week with festivities that included
an open house for the public and 500
first and second graders, an event that
showcased the importance of public
works with hands-on activities such
as carpentry projects, graffiti removal
and sewer tours. Employees and family
members also celebrated Public Works
Week with a picnic that included employee recognition awards and sporting events such as basketball, softball,
soccer, volleyball and tennis. David
Van Vooren from the APWA Accreditation Council presented SFDPW with

the official APWA accreditation award
plaque. In addition, we hosted special
cleaning days with volunteers and employees, partnered with the World Series winners, the SF Giants, to honor
the hard-working women and men of
DPW through reserved and discounted
game tickets, recognized hundreds of
employees for their years of dedicated
public service at a special pin ceremony, and offered public tours of capital
infrastructure projects.
San Francisco is a unique city and SFDPW has achieved its success through
valued partnerships in the community
and support from other city agencies.
Thanks to these partnerships, we are
able to work toward our vision of a
world-class organization that contributes to making San Francisco a beautiful, livable, vibrant and sustainable
city. This past year was a very busy year
for SFDPW and we look forward to celebrating many more achievements as
we gear up for National Public Works
Week 2011, May 15-21.
Edward D. Reiskin is a member of
APWA’s Northern California Chapter.
He can be reached at (415) 554-6920 or
ed.reiskin@sfgov.org.

NATIONAL PUBLIC WORKS WEEK, MAY 15-21, 2011

JOIN US IN CELEBRATION!
Outreach Items for Children
P.W. Paws Construction T-shirt

P.W. Paws Plush

PB.A900 (Child size 6-8)

PB.A313 • Member $8 /Non $13

PB.A901 (Youth size 10-12)
PB.A902 (Youth size 14-16)

P.W. Paws Balloons

Member $12 /Non $17

PB.A312 (Package of 12)
Members $3 /Non $5

P.W.Paws
Construction Hat

PB.A405 (Package of 100)
Members $20 /Non $25
PB.A406 (Package of 250)

PB.A903

Members $45 /Non $50

Member $2 /Non $3

Not sold separately.

P.W. Paws Sampler

P.W. Paws Coloring Book

• P.W. Paws Plush

PB.PAWS1 (Individual Book)

• P.W. Paws Pencil

Member $1 /Non $2

• P.W. Paws Balloon

PB.PAWS (Package of 25)

• P.W. Paws Comic Book

Member $25 /Non $30

• P.W. Paws Coloring Book
• P.W. Paws Stickers (one sheet)
PB.A347 • Member $10 /Non $15

P.W. Paws Comic Book

P.W. Paws Stickers

PB.ACPB (Package of 25) Member $25 /Non $30

PB.ACPB1 (Individual Book) Member $1 /Non $2

PB.STIC1 (Individual Sheet)
Member $1 /Non $2

P.W. Paws Bobble Head

PB.STIC (Package of 25)

PB.A400 • Member $12 /Non $17

Member $25 /Non $30

P.W. Paws
Children’s T-shirt

P.W. Paws Pencil Pouch
Size: 9 1/4” x 6”

PW.TEE2 (Child size 2-4)

PB.A832 • Member $1 /Non $2

PW.TEE6 (Youth size 6-8)

PB.A833 (Package of 25)

PW.TEE10 (Youth size 10-12)

Member $25 /Non $30

PW.TEE14 (Youth size 14-16)
Member $12 /Non $17

P.W. Paws Pencils
PB.A324 (Package of 12)
Member $3 /Non $5
PB.A402 (Package of 100)
Member $20 /Non $25
PB.A403 (Package of 250)
Member $45 /Non $50
Not sold separately.

P.W. Paws and Chipper
Character Standup Artwork

P.W. Paws Costume Rental

You will have the ability to download the
artwork and instructions for producing these
locally in your community.

This nine-foot-tall costume is available for
loan from APWA. It is an inflatable, customdesigned professional mascot, just like the
ones used by professional and college sports
teams. It is light weight, maneuverable, and
a hit attraction wherever he goes. If you are
interested in having P.W. Paws at your event,
contact APWA Headquarters at 1-800-8482792, or via e-mail at jdilley@apwa.net.

This is a great way to create a fun atmosphere
at your meetings, community events, or have
on display during National Public Works Week.

Please note: Reservations for NPWW begin at
the end of the previous year’s celebration and
is on a first-come, first-served basis.

Should you have any questions please contact
Jon Dilley via e-mail at jdilley@apwa.net, or by
phone at 1-800-848-2792, extension 5251.

P.W. Paws is now free to use; you only pay the
shipping fee.

The artwork for these two character standups is
now available for FREE online at:
http://www.apwa.net/about/npww/characters

For bulk quantity prices for any items featured in this advertisment, please call 1-800-848-2792, ext. 5254.

2011 National Public Works Week Poster Available Soon!
The Heart of Every City
T-shirt (Heather)

APWA Navy Cap
PB.A623 • Member $10 /Non $15

APWA Hat

PB.A910 (Adult Small)
PB.A911 (Adult Medium)
PB.A912 (Adult Large)

PB.AHAT • Member $15 /Non $17

APWA Multi-Function
Pocket Knife

PB.A913 (Adult X-Large)
PB.A914 (Adult XX-Large)
PB.A915 (Adult XXX-Large)

PB.A317 • Member $10 /Non $15

The Heart of Every City
T-shirt (White)

“I Public Works”
Bumper Sticker

PB.A856 (Adult Small)
PB.A857 (Adult Medium)
PB.A858 (Adult Large)

PB.A320 • Member $1 /Non $2

APWA Flashlight Keychain

PB.A859 (Adult X-Large)

PB.A301 • Member $3 /Non $5

PB.A860 (Adult XX-Large)
PB.A861 (Adult XXX-Large)

APWA Pen

Always There T-shirt

PB.A300 • Member $6 /Non $8

PB.A600 (Adult Small)
PB.A601 (Adult Medium)
PB.A602 (Adult Large)
PB.A603 (Adult X-Large)
PB.A604 (Adult XX-Large)
PB.A605 (Adult XXX-Large)

APWA Traveler’s Cup

APWA T-shirt

New! APWA Blue Travel Mug

PB.ACUP • Member $7 /Non $12

APWA Thermos
PB.A322 • Member $15 /Non $20

PB.A811 (Adult Small)

PB.A1100 • Member $11 /Non $16

PB.A417 (Adult Medium)
PB.A304 (Adult Large)
PB.A305 (Adult X-Large)

APWA Silver Tumbler
PB.A744 • Member $13 /Non $18

PB.A306 (Adult XX-Large)
PB.A307 (Adult XXX-Large)

APWA Coffee Mug
PB.A318 • Member $6 /Non $11

APWA Paper Coffee Cup

T-SHIRT PRICING BY SIZE

(Package of 50)
PB.A806 • Member $15 /Non $20
With Plastic Lid: PB.A807 • Member $20 /Non $30

S, M, L, XL Member $15 /Non $20
XX-Large Member $17 /Non $22
XXX-Large Member $18 /Non $23

Fax: (816) 472-1610 • Mail Orders To: APWA • PO Box 802296 • Kansas City, MO • 64180-2296
Order Number Quantity (q)

Price (p)

Extension (q x p)

S & H (see chart)
Delivery outside of Continental U.S.
(International, Canada, Alaska, Hawaii, contact APWA for additional service charges)

Express Delivery 2-Day (Additional $20)

Payment Method:

Standard S & H Chart
for a subtotal of: add:

Less than $9........................$5
$10 to $39...........................$8
$40 to $49...........................$9
$50 to $59.........................$10
$60 to $69.........................$11
$70 to $79.........................$12
$80 to $89.........................$13
$90 to $99.........................$14
$100 to $149.....................$15
$150 + ......................add 10%

❏ Credit Card:

❏ MC

❏ Visa

❏ AmerExp

NPW11RP

❏ Check (enclosed)
❏ P.O. # ______________________

Credit Card Info:
Account Number (Visa or Mastercard)
__ __ __ __—__ __ __ __—__ __ __ __—__ __ __ __
Account Number (American Express)
__ __ __ __—__ __ __ __ __ __—__ __ __ __ __
Expiration Date: __ __ /__ __
Card Holder’s Name (Please print)______________________________________

Express Delivery Overnight (Additional $50)

Signature____________________________________________________________

Total
Name (please print)

Organization

APWA Member #

Shipping Address (No P.O. Boxes)

City

State/Province

For deliveries outside the Continental U.S. include standard shipping and handling from above chart plus you
must contact APWA at 1-800-848-APWA, for additional service charges. Expedited service available for $20 for
two-day Express Delivery or $50 for Express Delivery Overnight. (Order must be received before 12:00 p.m. Central
Standard Time.) Please allow 2-4 weeks for delivery on all orders other than expedited service. All funds in U.S.
dollars. All prices are subject to change without notice.

Zip/Postal Code

Phone

REFUND POLICY: The American Public Works Association strives to provide useful, current information to its
members and customers. If you should have a problem with any item in your order, we encourage you to offer us
the opportunity to ensure that you are satisfied. Print products may be returned within 30 days of the invoice date,
properly packaged and in saleable condition. (Please include a copy of the packing slip or invoice with your return.)
Returns of student and instructor manuals for our training programs will be charged a 25% restocking charge. A full
refund will be granted for all other returned print products except for specifically marked packages. Shipping and
handling charges are nonrefundable. Photographs, software, CD-ROMs, and videos may not be returned. We appreciate
your attention to our policy and look forward to providing you quality products and service.

On-Call Engineering Services: a win/win
Larry J. Schall, P.E.
Client Liaison
Shafer, Kline & Warren, Inc.
Lenexa, Kansas

COMMUNITIES

As a public works agency trying to maintain your community’s quality of life in
challenging economic times, you need to
watch for industry trends and consider adjusting work processes to accomplish your
goals. This article goes back in time, and
then forward, to try to explain one trend
we are seeing that can help public works
agencies accomplish more with less effort.

for every new project that is undertaken. From a reduced man-hour usage
alone, this is a win/win situation for
both public works agencies and consulting firms.

What is an On-Call Engineering
Services Contract?

Back about 19 years ago when our
firm started pursuing this type of oncall contract in earnest, perhaps one
public works agency out of ten would
consider this type of contracting format. I was told by many clients then
that it was politically unpopular to
use on-call contracts for two reasons.
First, their political leaders liked the
idea of spreading work around to sev-

An On-Call Engineering Services Contract is a contract type that has been
around for many years. With “one”
Request for Qualifications (RFQ)/proposal/interview/contracting process,
a public works agency selects one or
more engineering consultants, reducing the need to have a similar process

Why is there an increasing
trend to use On-Call
Engineering Services
Contracts?

Your Vote In APWA Does Count
As an APWA member, you will have the opportunity to vote for members of
the APWA Board of Directors between July 29 and August 26, 2011:
• APWA President-Elect;
• One At-Large Director in the functional area of Fleet and Facilities; and
• Regions I, II, V, VI, and VIII Regional Directors (by APWA members in those
respective regions).
The ballot will be available for online voting between July 29 and August 26,
2011 on the “Members Only” section of the APWA website. There will also be
a voting icon on the home page of our website. If you do not have access to
a computer at home or work, you should be able to access the APWA website
online at your local public library. You may request a paper ballot from Kaye
Sullivan at (800) 848-APWA if you cannot vote online. Additional reminders of the voting process will be sent through the infoNOW Communities;
through an e-mail to every member for whom we have an e-mail address;
and in future issues of the APWA Reporter.
If you have questions, please contact Kaye Sullivan, APWA Deputy Executive
Director, at ksullivan@apwa.net or (800) 848-APWA (2792), extension 5233.
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eral consultants, and second because
consultants themselves did not want
to be left out of consideration for the
length of the on-call agreement. Over
the years, this engineering consulting
contracting method has been gaining
popularity with government agencies
for several reasons, such as:
• Tightening public works budgets
have resulted in staff reductions, creating an overall strain on available
time to process multiple RFQs, proposals, interviews and contracts.
• It has become politically popular to
increase the speed in which agencies
can get started on any project, especially fast-track and/or emergency
projects.
• Public works agencies have determined they can select “more than
one” on-call consultant in a single
selection process as a way to match
specific areas of expertise to specific
project types.
• Agencies have found they can eliminate the learning curve of how to
communicate with a different consultant for every new project (which
both decreases their time needed to
manage the consultant and increases
the likelihood the consultant’s first
product deliverable will meet the
needs of the agency).
• Agencies have found on-call contracts can have multiple year extensions without another selection
process, provided the consultant has
performed well.
So what is the increased percentage of
public works agencies using On-Call

Engineering Services Contracts? I estimate the percentage has gone from
about 10 percent around 19 years ago,
to about 70 percent today.

What do government agencies
look for in on-call consulting
firms?
After interviewing for on-call contracts for many years and talking to the
public works clients afterward, I have
found, in general, that agencies are
looking for similar things from their
on-call consultants. In no particular
order, they look for:

Contracts to continue. It is truly a win/
win situation—giving public works
agencies a way to get more done with
less time and people, and allowing engineering consultants a chance to win
more work with less non-billable time
spent preparing written proposals,
practicing for formal interviews or negotiating contracts.

Larry Schall has worked 13 years in city
government and 27 years as a consulting engineer. He is a Past President of the
APWA Kansas City Metro Chapter and
chaired the chapter’s Utility and Public
Right-of-Way Committee in 2006. He
can be reached at (913) 307-2571 or at
schall@skw-inc.com.

• Previous experience serving as an oncall consultant.
• A wide range of services offered so
they can select as few consultants as
possible to get their anticipated projects completed successfully.
• An experienced project manager,
who is skilled in one or more of the
anticipated project types.
• A secondary person predefined to
contact in case the consultant’s project manager is not available. This
person will also be able to get a new
assignment started.
• A consistent and easy-to-understand
invoice process.
• A consultant that will tell them if
they are not qualified or too busy to
handle an assignment, so they can
select another consultant.
• Most of all, they are looking for consultants that can act as an extension of their own staff—doing such
things as assisting in brainstorming
sessions, making presentations to
their political body and/or citizen
groups, participating in other consultants’ plan reviews, coordinating
with internal departments or outside
agencies/utilities, and displaying an
ability to give each new assignment
a “high priority.”
In conclusion, I anticipate increased
usage of On-Call Engineering Services

If you manage public roadways, you have to be prepared to
manage vegetation. And chances are, the Asplundh Highway
Division can do it more efficiently, effectively and safely at a
lower cost. No other vegetation management company can offer
our unique combination of experience, training, equipment and
technology. Let Asplundh manage
the vegetation – while you manage
your operation.
    March 2011         APWA Reporter
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Become a Public Works Quality Wizard
Brian W. Pettet
Director of Public Works
Pitkin County
Aspen, Colorado
The APWA Leadership and Management
Committee introduced a series of articles
entitled “The Road to Excellence” which
focus on ten attributes and five keys to
success based on the joint effort of professional organizations and the EPA to create
a program that promotes effective utility
management. Adjusting the list for public
works professionals, each article will look
at one attribute and key and why they are
critical to an excellent organization. If
you’d like to review the basis of the series,
the introductory article was published in
the December 2010 issue. Following is the
third article in the series which addresses
product/service quality.
You have the capability of becoming a Public Works Quality Wizard (a
gender-neutral title). With a little effort
to extend one’s power beyond being a
consummate bureaucrat, your magical

The ten attributes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Operational Resiliency
Product/Service Quality
Customer Satisfaction
Employee and Leadership
Development
Operational Optimization
Financial Viability
Infrastructure Stability
Community Sustainability
Self Assessment
Stakeholder Understanding and
Support

The five keys to success:
•
•
•
•
•

Leadership
Strategic Business Planning
Measurement
Organizational Approach
Continual Improvement Management Framework
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influence could begin to transform a
mundane and mediocre organization
into a vibrant and fun place focused
on quality customer service. People’s
energy and imagination would be active. Innovation would flourish and
customers would begin to wonder why
their government suddenly cared!
The following are ideas on how to start
to activate your wizardry and improve
your organization through a focus on
quality product and service delivery.
The Grand Wizard behind the ideas is
W. Edwards Deming.
Dr.
Deming
is best known
for his work
in Japan in
the
1950s
and for having
brought
Japan out of
economic ruin
and into beDr. W. Edwards Deming
ing the quality
manufacturing example for the rest
of the world. With his 14 quality improvement points, Deming had more
impact to improving Japanese manufacturing and business than any other
person in history. Practice the following points generously on a daily basis
and watch your magic transform your
organization!

Create constancy of purpose
and adopt the new philosophy
(#1 and #2)
Over the last couple years many organizations have been in a cutback mode.
Economic contraction is a great time to
focus an organization’s effort on what
customers value most and eliminate
programs of least priority. However, in

most cases, wages have been frozen,
employee-based programs have been
slashed and employee benefits have
been reduced. If you have been in a
similar situation, it is time to switch
your focus.
The changes impacting employees
listed above are short-term band-aids
for organizations. They will not create
a sustainable quality-driven organization. We should be focused on longterm continuous quality improvement
and service/product innovation. Our
investments should be in our people,
and the facilities and tools they use to
provide service. This investment, coupled with direct and consistent communication about a quality purpose,
will place employees in a position to
provide what customers demand. This
change can start with you. As we know,
organizational decisions involve elected-officials and managers beyond yourself, but you have the magical power to
influence bosses, elected-officials and
peers, as well as being able to change
your piece of the greater organization.
We must be fearless and constant with
our message!

Cease dependence on mass
inspection and end the practice
of awarding business on price
tag alone (#3 and #4)
Rather than focusing on mass inspection programs, public works agencies
should ensure quality products and
services by building the product right
(the first time) or initially meeting
customer expectations. If we ensure
quality products and service from the
beginning, it will reduce the need to
inspect at all. Employee energy and organizational resources (formerly spent
on inspection programs) can then

be dedicated to changing processes
that will create quality products and
customer-oriented service delivery. By
doing this, a quality wizard will create
an agile forward-looking agency, rather than one that analyzes what it has
done after it is too late.
I was working with a state organization
that had to award contract bids on price
alone and was stuck with contracting
with a low-quality firm. I know that
this particular state will now spend
much more money on a low-quality
result, rather than sharing in the pride
knowing the public’s money was well
spent. Changing this one government
process (awarding bids on price alone)
would catapult your organization into
a more quality-conscious entity. Procurement processes should consider
quality (firm’s approach to providing
the product or service), service and follow through, availability and examples
of similar work completed as primary
drivers to determine which company
wins a bidding or proposal process.
Price should be, at least, a secondary
consideration. If legislation or organizational policy is guiding a low-bid
award process, work tirelessly without
fear to change it.

Continuously improve
production, institute training
programs, institute leadership,
and drive out fear (#5–#8)
It is appalling to me that many public
organizations have cut education and
training programs as a means to balance budgets in the last couple years.
This shortsighted approach will backfire. Providing quality products or
service delivery relies on well-trained
employees. Training (and retraining)
programs are vital to quality improvement and should be a mandatory component of any organization. Without
these programs, the best and brightest
employees will eventually leave an organization.
Supervisors should be leading employees by breaking down barriers to employee success or addressing obstacles
that do not allow employees to excel

and take pride in their work. Employees know what these barriers are and
it is the leader’s job to identify the barriers and work with the employees to
address them. An efficient way to recognize a barrier is to ask employees and
have a conversation (isn’t magic simple). This would also be an opportunity
to drive out employee fear and build a
secure environment where innovation
and risk are rewarded and can replace
mediocrity and bureaucracy.

Pitkin County Fleet Maintenance Crew

A recent example of this type of employee innovation, stemming from a
secure environment, came from our
fleet department when the fleet manager position (department head) was
vacant. Mechanics and their shop
foreman changed work flow, modified
inventory control, enhanced communication between customers/employees and even made physical changes
to shop floor impediments that had
been ignored. I find it interesting that
the “lack of leadership” from an organizational perspective led to a strong,
committed team that felt empowered
to make changes without a “boss.” The
team had no fear! Too many times bosses are the barriers to their team’s success! I remember walking around the
shop floor saying, “This is awesome!”
over and over (waving the proverbial
magic wand) when first introduced to
the shop floor changes.

Break down barriers between
staff areas, eliminate use of
slogans, eliminate numerical
standards, let people be proud
of their work, encourage selfimprovement (#9–#13)
Public works agencies are usually physically isolated from other departments
in their organization, which limits

communication and collaboration opportunities with other departments.
Public works leaders have to work extra hard to ensure involvement with
other departments like community
development, law enforcement and
others in order to keep the big picture
of quality customer service in focus.
Inter-department meetings should be
held regularly to analyze processes and
service delivery in order to break down
internal barriers between departments.
You may even be surprised what is
revealed or learned by having fleet
mechanics and heavy equipment operators get together and discuss how
to improve service or identify issues
or problems. As leaders and practicing Public Works Quality Wizards, we
must also sit at the table in order to
help identify improvement opportunities and encourage employees to fearlessly and collaboratively tackle problems that they have helped identify as
important to address.
While you may have your doubts
about this plan really being wizardry,
your effort and cleverness when applying Deming’s principles in your
organization will manifest in a magical transformation. A steadfast focus
on improving systems that promote
service and product quality and innovation, supported by skilled employee
dedication and pride, will result in satisfied customers. Now summon your
courage, focus your power and allow
your wizard within to perform wonders for your organization.
Brian W. Pettet is the Director of Public
Works for Pitkin County in Aspen, Colorado. Pettet first became a Colorado Chapter
leader in 1997 as the Director of the chapter and has served in every officer’s position
since. In 2006 he began his involvement
at the national level, serving as a member
of the International Affairs Committee for
three years. He also served as a member of
the APWA/IPWEA/INGENIUM Partnership Task Force from 2006 through 2010,
acting as chair the last three years. He can
be reached at (970) 920-5390 or brianp@
ci.aspen.co.us.
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New Zealand’s NAMS Group hosts
a successful forum on Advanced
Asset Management
Brian Smith, Director, and Alisha Watt, Business & Marketing Manager,
NAMS Group, Wellington, New Zealand
New Zealand’s Asset Management Support Group (NAMS) hosted a very successful forum on Advanced Asset Management
in New Zealand’s capital city, Wellington,
on November 15 and 16, 2010. This article outlines the content and issues covered
at the forum and also reflects on the history and work of the NAMS Group.
NAMS was formed in 1995 to develop
and promote infrastructure asset management practices, policies and systems
in New Zealand. Since then, infrastructure asset management has been recognised as one of the primary activities
underpinning the health and wellbeing of the New Zealand communities. NAMS has also “spread the word”
about integrated asset management
and is well-regarded internationally
through its best practice guidelines.
As a nonprofit industry organisation,
NAMS provides a hub which industry
professionals can both gain and distribute information on the latest developments in asset management.
NAMS has produced five asset management related-manuals, and markets
these worldwide. The manuals include
the NAMS “flagship,” the International Infrastructure Management Manual
(IIMM)—which is a joint NAMS/IPWEA
manual—as well as Developing Levels of
Service and Performance Measures Guidelines, Optimised Decision Making Guidelines, Asset Valuation and Depreciation
Guidelines, and NAMS Property Manual.
One of the current NAMS projects is
the update of the IIMM. NAMS and its
international partners are committed
to regularly updating the IIMM to en28          APWA Reporter
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Hon. Bill English (left) with NAMS Group Chair and past INGENIUM President, David Adamson

sure that it continues to lead the international asset management industry.
This update is due to be available in the
first half of 2011.
NAMS also facilitates a range of training services customised to the needs
of those who are new to asset management and to those who are currently
practicing as asset managers.
NAMS members receive unlimited access to resources through the membersonly area of the NAMS website (www.
nams.org.nz) including templates,
guidelines, sample plans, case studies,
research papers and reports, as well
as members-only discounts on NAMS
guidelines and seminar training.
To support and reach NAMS’ vision of
“Enhancing the well-being of New Zealand communities through leadership
of Asset Management,” NAMS relies on
the continuing support of the industry
and recognises that the advancement

of asset management in New Zealand
would not have been possible without
the expertise provided by the private
sector. NAMS’ Partners Programme
ensures that NAMS is continually supported to reach such goals.
Every two years NAMS hosts its Advanced Asset Management Forum. The
forum runs for one and a half days and
comprises presentations from a range of
asset management champions in the industry. The recent 2010 Advanced Asset
Management Forum was held in Wellington, New Zealand, with its theme
being “Asset Management in a Constrained Environment.” The Forum included workshops to reflect and discuss
issues in different sectors of the industry. The 2010 Forum saw a positive turnout with 170+ attendees. One of the key
highlights was the opening address by
Hon. Bill English, New Zealand’s Deputy Prime Minister, Minister of Finance
and Minister for Infrastructure.

Mr. English noted the important role
that infrastructural assets play in our
society, and emphasised the need for
prudent management due to severe financial constraints.
The forum covered a wide range of
topics, but one of the key messages is
that it is important to always have in
the forefront of our minds that infrastructural assets exist to provided the
services that our communities need.
Many practitioners slot into the mindset that management of infrastructural
assets is an end in itself, but the reality
is that assets are there only to provide
services which deliver well-being to
our communities. In all aspects of asset management we need to focus on
the levels of service being delivered
and think not only of asset solutions,
but also of opportunities to deliver the
same economic, social, cultural and environmental well-beings through nonasset solutions.
During the forum, workshops were
held to stimulate discussion on current
asset management issues within the
industry groups. Workshops were split
into three specific sectors: Parks and
Community Facilities, Transport, and
Water Services. In New Zealand, local
governments usually own and operate
asset networks in each of these sectors.
The main asset management topics discussed were risk assessment, organisational improvements, decision-making
and communication, demand and expectations, and “non-negotiable” elements of asset management.
The key message from each of these
topics was:
• For risk management the understanding of risks at different levels within
an organisation and how these interrelate to physical asset risks,
• When considering organisational arrangements and culture it is vital to
have an “asset management champion” who is highly placed in the organisation’s management team,

Go Green in Mexico with APWA
2011 ICLEI-Mexico National Congress and Exhibition
June 29-July 1, 2011
Ixtapa-Zihuatanejo, Mexico

Ixtapa-Zihuatanejo, Mexico, site of this year’s ICLEI-Mexico National Conference

APWA’s International Affairs Committee and Latin American Task Force announce this year’s ICLEI-Mexico National Conference, to be held in beautiful
Ixtapa-Zihuatanejo, Mexico, June 29-July 1, 2011.
ICLEI-Mexico is the Mexican affiliate of ICLEI-Local Governments for Sustainability, a worldwide leader in working with public agencies to address
climate change through sustainable and environmentally responsible practices and policies. APWA has previously participated in past ICLEI-Mexico
conferences in Cancún, San Luis Potosí, and Chihuahua, Mexico, with presentations by APWA participants on topics including fleet management, solid
waste, sustainable practices in public works, energy efficiency and emergency
management.
Two recent APWA Jennings Randolph Fellows will be attending the upcoming conference in Ixtapa-Zihuatanejo where they will be participating as panelists. The APWA Latin American Task Force is looking for additional APWA
members that may be interested in attending as part of APWA’s delegation as
panelists, exhibitors or attendees.
Ixtapa-Zihuatanejo is an international resort destination located on the
Mexican Rivera between Acapulco and Manzanillo in the State of Guerrero,
Mexico. It is renowned for its beautiful beaches, abundant sunshine, worldclass sport fishing, snorkeling and scuba diving. Direct flights to Ixtapa are
available from many U.S. and Canadian airports.
APWA members interesting in participating in the upcoming ICLEI Congress
should contact Bob Kass, APWA Latin American Task Force Chair, at bobk@
cityofcampbell.com or (408) 866-2150.
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• The importance of different and
well-understood
communication
and consultation techniques that
appropriately balance national standards with community views,
• The increased focus on demand forecasting and demand management in
the light of the global financial crisis and the need to be transparent in
gathering information and presenting options, and
• In a financially constrained environment, the major “non-negotiable”
aspects of asset management must
focus on protecting public health
and safety, maintenance of critical
assets, and a keener awareness of acceptable risk.
The 2010 NAMS Advanced Asset Management Forum saw attendance by a
group of 25 from Australia with a passion to learn more about asset manage-

ment in New Zealand. The Australian
attendees were part of the Institute of
Public Works Engineering Australia (IPWEA) Asset Management Study Tour.
Following the forum the study tour
group visited New Zealand’s AuditorGeneral (the equivalent of the GAO
in the U.S.) and a number of Councils
around Wellington and Christchurch.
The group gained insights into the
state of play of Asset Management currently in New Zealand and were able to
network with many of the leading professionals in the field. The group saw
the aftermath of the Christchurch 7.1
earthquake which occurred in September 2010. This was a highlight for the
group, and provided a practical perspective on how risk management fits
into asset management.
Overall, the NAMS Advanced Asset
Management forum was a great success and insights from different sectors

provided great discussion over the oneand-a-half-day event. From events like
the recent forum, NAMS will continue
to provide the best updated information by working closely with the industry and its partners both nationally
and internationally. We look forward
to our next forum in 2012 and we will
continue to provide the asset management support that is needed.
Note: NAMS Group Ltd is an INGENIUM-owned company, where INGENIUM is the brand name for the Association of Local Government Engineering
New Zealand Inc.
Brian Smith can be reached at brian
smithadvisory@xtra.co.nz and Alisha Watt
can be reached at alisha@nams.org.nz.

Order Custom Bulk
Editorial Reprints
Now that you have been featured
in the APWA Reporter, why
not leverage this opportunity to
promote your product or service
with custom reprints?
Custom reprints are available
in quantities of 100 or more
and are printed on highquality, gloss-coated paper
stock in black & white or full
color. Custom reprints make
great handouts at trade
shows, and direct mail pieces.

Call our reprint
department at
(800) 259-0470 for
complete details.
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or more information about these programs or to register online, visit www.apwa.net/Education.
Program information will be updated as it becomes available. Questions? Call the Professional
Development Department at 1-800-848-APWA.

2011
March 1

ADA: Project Civic Access—It may be headed your way... – Rebroadcast

March 8-9

Stormwater Management Workshop – Charlotte, NC

March
10-11

PSMJ’s Public Works Project Management Bootcamp – Boston, MA

March 15

Using Social Media to Deliver Your Public Works Message – Rebroadcast

March 24

Gravel Roads – Live

March
24-25

PSMJ’s Public Works Project Management Bootcamp – Costa Mesa, CA

March 29

Organics Recycling: Going Beyond Yard Waste – Rebroadcast

March 29

Self Assessment Using the Management Practices Manual - Vancouver, WA

March 31

Self Assessment Using the Management Practices Manual - Victoria, BC

April 7

Solar Strategies for Public Works – Live

April 10-13

North American Snow Conference – Spokane, WA

April 11

Construction Inspection: a Live and Self-Paced Review Webinar Series

April 19

MUTCD Changes Every Local Agency Needs to Know – Rebroadcast

April 28

Out of the Box Funding Options for Public Fleets – Live

May 3-4

Stormwater Management Workshop – San Diego, CA

May 10

Decision Making for Sustainable Public Works Infrastructure – Rebroadcast

May 12

Sustainable Utility Construction: Methods and Techniques – Live

May 17-18

Public Fleet Management Workshop

May 26

Small Project – Big Results – Prerecorded

May 31

Asphalt Pavement Preservation – Rebroadcast

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

= Click, Listen, & Learn program

= Web-Based Training

= Live Workshop

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP
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Implementing a solid waste franchise system
Marc J. Rogoff, Ph.D., Project Director, SCS Engineers, Tampa, Florida, and member, APWA Solid Waste Management Committee;
Shani Kruljac, Staff Professional, SCS Engineers, Tampa, Florida

ary Gooding is a new Magnolia County Commissioner who campaigned heavily on the issue of ensuring uniform and efficient solid waste collection
for homeowners throughout the unincorporated
areas of the county. Mary knew of nearby communities that
had moved towards franchising local haulers in order to
meet their solid waste needs. Based on her personal opinion and the information she gathered during her door-todoor campaign last fall, she was convinced that franchising would help ensure minimized costs and residents could
receive such services as curbside recycling and yard waste
collection. At that time, services were provided by more
than 15 different haulers throughout the county with some
neighborhoods having three or more haulers picking up on
the same street. Increasingly, county administrators were
frustrated when they received resident service complaints
because no county ordinance existed to address waste collection. Many residents likened the current system in Magnolia County to the “Wild West.”
The situation that Mary’s community is experiencing is
typical of many cities and counties throughout the United
States. How can communities respond to these issues of public health and safety while minimizing the economic impact
on their citizens and maximizing collection choices? One
option is to create a waste collection franchise system.

The solid waste franchise
Publicly operated solid waste collection programs were implemented in nearly 80 percent of America’s cities in the
last part of the nineteenth century with collection conducted by hand and mule-driven carts. With the advent of
the automobile and truck in the 1920s, motorized vehicles
largely replaced mule-driven carts. Still, up until the 1950s
most, if not all, residential solid waste collection in the U.S.
was undertaken by local public works agencies with their
own crews. Thousands of small, privately-held waste collection companies populated the commercial waste collection
market. It was not until the late 1960s and early 1970s that
large, private companies merged changing the “mom and
pop” local garbage collection business into the big national
market that we find today. Further, with the passage of the
Federal Resource and Recovery Act and the Federal Clean
Air Act in the 1960s, many municipalities found that their
ability to comply with the increasingly stringent solid waste
regulations made solid waste collection and disposal com32          APWA Reporter
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plex enterprises in terms of costs and management ability.
Increasingly, local government agencies turned to franchising to meet the needs for integrated solid waste systems.

Automated collection truck on route

Under a franchise arrangement, the community oftentimes
does not pay the hauler directly, but only arranges for a
uniform solid waste collection rate and level of service; the
franchisee remains responsible for billings and collection.
However, the local agency can also contract directly with
the hauler, providing billing services, and pay the haulers
directly. Through franchises, local governments can directly
control the flow of waste to a facility of its own choosing,
thus enabling a balanced approach to flow control.

Typical contractual issues
Although most communities have a great deal of discretion in setting up a franchising agreement, it is advisable
to proceed cautiously and methodically. As an illustration,
consulting assistance was provided recently to a community
in northern Florida that was revising its commercial solid
waste arrangement for the first time since it was initially
negotiated more than a decade ago. Unfortunately, many
portions of the original agreement had not aged gracefully
given the changes to the solid waste industry over the past
decade. The agreement contained many cumbersome provisions that were confusing for the haulers to follow and even
more difficult for the agency to track.

For example, to ensure delivery of solid waste to the agency’s
landfill, an assumed waste density calculation based upon
cubic yards was used, although the agency had subsequently
enacted a comprehensive solid waste flow control ordinance
which negated the need for such complex calculations. Further, due to the various calculations and conversions necessary to assess the amount of franchise fees owed, it was very
difficult to recreate and validate the amount of cubic yards
collected by each franchisee. A recommendation was made
to assess the franchise fees owed in the new franchise agreement by developing a two-tiered tipping fee for commercial
waste delivered to the landfill. This franchise scheme not
only minimizes reporting and auditing requirements, but it
also provides daily cash flow to the local government.
The accompanying checklist of issues (see sidebar) should
be addressed before implementation of a new agreement is
deemed complete. This list delineates basic contractual issues, as well as long-term operational issues to maximize
customer service.
Other key implementation factors that should be considered
include the following:
• Use public meetings, advertisements and web postings to
seek out public involvement throughout the development

of the franchise program. The goal should be to seek out
every possible medium of communication to gauge public
support. Reach out to civic associations and community
groups to help voice public concerns about the program.
• Develop a defined scope of services for the franchisee
(trash collection, organic waste collection, and recycling)
that clearly outlines your community’s expectations on
the levels of service. The scope will clearly impact the ability of some potential franchisees to develop competitive
bids. The challenge is finding balance and flexibility in
creating your bid document that assures that your community gets good service at a fair price.
• Evaluate the benefits of having numerous franchisees or a
single franchise provider. Having numerous haulers may
hinder uniformity in the level of service or create difficulties in local government oversight and management.
• Be prepared for startup problems. It is important to have
a dedicated phone line or website and extra administrative personnel to address the problems when they first
come in.
Dr. Marc J. Rogoff can be reached at (813) 621-0080 or mrogoff@
scsengineers.com; Shani Kruljac can be reached at (813) 6210080 or skruljac@scsengineers.com.

Issues to Consider in
Developing a Solid Waste
Franchise
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exclusive or non-exclusive franchise
Single or multiple zones
Assistance in public awareness campaigns
Size of franchise area
Share of recyclables revenues
Term of agreement
Billing process
Location of business office
Rate adjustment method
Collection frequency
Utilization of governmental facilities
Hours of collection and holidays
Performance bond
Customer complaints
Insurance
Method of collection
Indemnification
Collection equipment
Assignment rights
Pickup points
Variance in performance due to acts of God
Title to waste
Compliance with federal, state and local laws
Types of waste collected
Failure of performance

solutions
Sustainable design-build waste
lid
for sand & salt storage, so
t facilities & more!
facilities, water treatmen

Buildings
available up to
300' wide.
Low in cost per
square foot.
Natural daytime
lighting.
Easy to relocate.
Expandable.
Call one of our ClearSpan Specialists at 1.866.643.1010 or
visit us at www.ClearSpan.com. Mention code CST1084.
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Solid waste buildings striving for
LEED certification
Jay Marcotte
Assistant Director of Public Works
City of Bryan, Texas
Member, APWA Solid Waste Management Committee
uildings are one of the distinguishing elements of human civilization. However, if
buildings are not constructed
thoughtfully, they waste precious natural and financial resources, harm the
environment, and endanger the health
of those who use them. In 1998, the
U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC)
established the Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design (LEED) certification system to provide nonbiased
third-party recognition that a building
was constructed using environmentally sound principles that encompass energy and water efficiency, carbon emissions reduction, indoor air quality, and
developmental impact. Using these
five categories, USGBC has developed a
rating system based on obtaining a certain amount of points (100 being the
highest). These points are established
on how efficient the five categories are
in any given building. The levels are:
•
•
•
•

LEED Certified: 40-49 points
LEED Silver: 50-59 points
LEED Gold: 60-79 points
LEED Platinum: 80-100 points

When one thinks of an environmentally friendly LEED-certified building,
you might think of a new modern city
building, a refurbished school or a library, but I would bet you would never
think of all the buildings inhabited at
a 1,000-plus-tons-per-day landfill facility. That is exactly what the professionals at the Brazos Valley Solid Waste
Management Agency (BVSWMA) Inc.
are setting out to do with their new
Twin Oaks Landfill Facility in Anderson, Texas.
In the Bryan/College Station area,
about 15 miles southwest of Texas
A&M off HWY 30, BVSWMA Inc. is
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The Maintenance Building at BVSWMA’s Twin Oaks Landfill Facility in Anderson, Texas

making a difference. The staff takes
great pride in their community and aspires that its working environment reflects the core values of its population.
These values include quality of life, increasing efforts towards sustainability,
and economic viability. With design
and oversight from HDR, the new Twin
Oaks facility is currently in the process
of obtaining LEED Silver status for this
project, which includes three buildings
located on the premises.
The project area is approximately 610
acres and it consists of site preparation,
landfill space and new construction of
three buildings:
• Scale House/Administration: 2,900 sf
• Driver Service Building: 675 sf
• Maintenance Building: 14,700 sf
During construction, the project diverted 75% of the construction waste
from being landfilled. Separate containers were used to collect waste at
the site for metal, concrete, cardboard,
sheetrock and wood. The amount of re-

cycled content was 20% (post-consumer ½ pre-consumer), and includes steel
and steel products, flooring products,
ceiling tiles, concrete reinforcement,
insulation and wood doors. The project also utilized 20% of the material
within a 500-mile radius of the landfill site; these materials included steel,
steel products, ceiling tile and insulation.
Energy usage is a large component of
this project. The weather in southcentral Texas can be quite extreme.
The hottest months in the year are July
and August with an average high of 96
degrees, and a low of 73 degrees. The
coldest month is January with an average high of 61 degrees, and a low of
40 degrees. Humidity is a factor in this
climate and the average annual rainfall
is approximately 39 inches. Based on
these factors, air conditioning is used
for the majority of the year to help offset the heat and humidity. The project
complies with ASHRAE 90.1-2004, and
achieves a 22% energy savings over

The Scale House/Administration Building

this standard-based model. The facility
is also using geothermal heat pumps to
reduce its energy usage in the winter
months. Pete Caler is the Interim Executive Director of BVSWMA Inc. He said
that LEED certification is becoming
more of an expected requirement from
the community. “We strive to be good
stewards to our community through
sustainable efforts that are environmentally and economically sound,”
he said. “Sustainability has behind it
an unprecedented economic force. The
economic drivers of energy savings are
obvious: at the individual consumer/

user level, lowering consumption provides a direct benefit—lower cost.”
Samantha Best is the Landfill Superintendent. She was given the opportunity to choose color schemes, interior
and exterior layout designs and other
various personal touches, and is committed to the environment and to her
25 landfill employees. “BVSWMA Inc.
is committed to improving the environmental performance of its buildings and to enhancing the health and
welfare of the people working within
them,” she said.

All the buildings have been designated
as non-smoking, with a designated
smoking area 25 feet away from all the
entrances and fresh air intakes. A construction IAQ plan during occupancy
and before construction was established
and followed throughout the project’s
process. This includes the confirmation
that air handlers were not operated during the construction (or MERV 8 filters
were used during construction) and the
proper flush-out or air quality testing
before occupancy. Low emitting materials were used throughout all the buildings, including paints, adhesives, carpet
systems and composite wood. Lighting controls are present throughout
the building with the use of controls
in each office, daylight and occupancy
sensors, and task lighting for the cubicle
areas. All the systems were installed to
comply with ASHRAE 62.1-2004 and
ASHRAE 55-2004.
Water conservation efforts include that
all the buildings will be using low-flow
water fixtures. The toilets will use infrared sensors and urinals will be waterless; these measures decrease the
water usage from a baseline by 33%.
All buildings were constructed with
rain barrels that would be used in irrigating the surrounding vegetation and
plant life. The project also received design credits for a truck washwater recycling area; exemplary performance for
SSc5.2 maximized open space at the
facility and the implementation of a
green education program.
BVSWMA Inc. is excited about the
opportunity to showcase their environmentally friendly landfill facility,
which is slated to open this spring.
Having the LEED Professional Accreditation in hand, it is an excellent opportunity for them to advertise their
expertise—and their ability to lead and
guide green development projects in
any industry, including landfills.
Jay Marcotte can be reached at (979) 2095521 or jmarcotte@bryantx.gov.

A rain barrel at the Scale House

References: U.S. Green Building
Council. Retrieved from www.usgbc.
org, January 2011
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College move-in/move-out challenges
solid waste collection
Provides opportunities for charity
Mark A. Whitfield, PLS
Director of Public Works
Borough of State College, Pennsylvania
Chair, APWA Solid Waste Management Committee
niversity and college communities are challenged each
year with a large turnover of
apartments, fraternity homes,
dormitories and properties. State College, Pennsylvania, home of the main
campus of Penn State University, has a
population of 40,000, of which nearly
28,000 are university students. Apartment leases generally run from mid-August to mid-August, leaving one week
in-between for “turnover.” This calculates to a significant increase in waste
generated. In State College, excluding
the campus, the average monthly tonnage of residual waste for all months
excluding August is 1,200 tons. The
average monthly tonnage for August is
1,700 tons. However, with each challenge, there are also opportunities.

Trash-To-Treasure
On campus, one of the largest endeavors to reduce waste is the annual
“Trash-to-Treasure” drive. Students are
encouraged to place unwanted items
at specified locations on campus. The
items are then collected and donated
to the local United Way. Using United
Way volunteers, what could be classified as the “world’s largest yard sale” is
set up at Beaver Stadium, usually the
first Saturday in June, where the donated articles are ticketed and sold for
cents-on-the-dollar values. Last year
at the United Way Trash-To-Treasure
event, over 500 volunteers sorted and
sold 66.5 tons of donated items, grossing over $57,000 for the local United
Way. Over 2,200 shoppers came out,
some paying an extra $5 to be an “early
bird” shopper; but most importantly,
many like-new items were made affordable to many low-income individuals.
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Items at the Penn State/Centre County
United Way Trash-to-Treasure sale, which
are donated by students during the moveout period. Items are then taken to Beaver
Stadium and are sold for cents on the dollar,
making good-quality items affordable to
low-income residents.

Food Bank
All canned food items left in apartments and dormitories are required by
state law to be discarded. Of course,
these items are quite heavy, and their
disposal would result in a lot of recy-

clable material entering the landfill
(steel and aluminum cans). In an effort
to reduce this waste, apartment owners have placed “donation bins” and
placed flyers in common areas asking
students to clean out their cupboards
and donate the unwanted canned
goods to the local area food bank.
While there is an unknown quantity,
the Food Bank has noted a significant
increase in donations for the month of
August.

Reducing Labor Costs/Injuries
In the 1990s, the month of August typically meant a 300% increase in overtime work to collect, load and dispose
of unwanted furniture and other bulky
waste. Add to that the risk of injury, including cuts, back strains, slip/fall, etc.,
and this move-in/move-out time usually resulted in less manpower available
and worker’s compensation claims. In

Mounds of carpet waiting for pickup by crews during the apartment turnover process

an “experiment” in the town’s fraternity district, the Public Works Department contracted with local haulers to
place “roll-off” containers at strategic
locations, and fraternities were assigned a “roll-off” to dispose of items
left behind by the previous year’s
brothers. In just the first year, overtime
was nearly eliminated, and there were
no worker’s compensation claims. In
the following year, the program was
expanded to apartment complexes
and other areas within the town. The
disposal method became safe, efficient
and cost effective, and allowed us to
redeploy manpower to other locations
where roll-offs were not an option.

Recycling and Sustainability:
A Community Value and
Expectation
Probably one of the most notable programs is the everyday expectation that
students are members of the community, and the community expects their
waste habits to include recycling and
sustainable practices. Giving back to
the community through various resources, whether shoes, clothing, or
food, is a lesson taught to students that
will hopefully be followed through for
a lifetime. Knowing there are less fortunate persons, and that your waste
may be someone else’s gain, is a theme
that is heard repeatedly, particularly in
the first eight weeks of the fall semester. Students are encouraged to become
part of the community, and that the
community has expectations of them.
In most cases, recycling is made as easy
as possible. Separate containers are
placed for the collection of metal cans,
plastics, glass, cardboard, paper, and in
some areas, organic waste. Collection
schedules are publicized, but it is really
the enforcement by ordinance officers
during the first eight weeks that educates
and brings students into compliance.

Conclusion
In nearly all cities and towns, a vast
majority of residents want to do the
“right thing” when it comes to recycling and reuse. In most cases, educating the general public of the opportu-

The rear of a house (with an apartment complex next door) during move-out

nities is paramount. The same is true
in college and university communities.
Setting expectations, making it easy to
recycle, and educating on the opportunities can significantly impact the

amount of waste generated during the
move-in, move-out time period.
Mark Whitfield can be reached at (814)
234-7140 or mwhitfield@statecollegepa.us.

Don’t miss this chance
…to get in the APWA
Reporter’s Sustainability
issue
Don’t miss this opportunity
to advertise in the May issue,
which will cover topics such as
retrofitting existing buildings
using green design, developing
green transportation for Smart
Growth, and low-impact
development.
The deadline to reserve your space is April 6; the materials
are due by April 8.
Bonus: Advertise and we’ll give you a free listing in our
“Products in the News” column!
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Construction and demolition debris
There’s value in that there pile…
Keith Howard, P.E.
Deputy Director
Lee County Solid Waste Division
Fort Myers, Florida
Member, APWA Solid Waste Management Committee
s communities continue to respond to increased
recycling goals and improving residential and business recycling programs, one significant segment
of the waste generation process goes relatively unnoticed: construction and demolition (C&D) debris. C&D
debris is on the radar of some communities as a sector where
great gains can be made in recycling, most often due to the
weight of materials such as concrete, asphalt and wood.
Several communities have enacted local ordinances to encourage diversion of C&D debris from landfills. Examples
include Chicago, San Jose, Calif., and Austin, Tex. The next
question then becomes: How do these items actually get recycled?
Construction projects, depending on the size and scope,
handle their debris in many different ways. On small projects, there may be one community disposal container or individual trades may be responsible for their debris. The latter
can be common with single-family home construction, especially during the finishing stages of the project. On larger
projects, there may be multiple community containers as
well as specific containers for types of materials. More often than not, depending on state classifications, there might
be one container for construction debris and one for trash
or municipal solid waste (MSW). Complicating things, the
types of debris change during the course of the project. Although each project is unique, the stages of construction
may include the following listed in approximate project
timing order as well as listing some common debris types:
Site work – land clearing, excess soils
Foundations – concrete, rebar, contaminated wood forms
Utilities – piping (plastic, iron)
Framing – wood, block, waste mortar
Exterior closure – wood, roofing materials, material boxes
Interior closure – drywall, wood
Interior utilities – electrical/plumbing materials, material
boxes
• Exterior finishing – paint materials, siding, brick, stucco
• Interior finishing – paint materials, material boxes
• Final site work – plant containers, concrete, asphalt
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The above list is not intended to represent every job but
gives an idea as to the variability of debris materials during
the course of construction. For contractors that are diversion
orientated, there are typically two main techniques used:
source separation and recycling facilities.
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Source separation
Source separation is just that—separation of unlike materials at the source of the debris generation. This can mean
several different collections of specific types of debris. Most
commonly these would include concrete and similar materials such as block, brick and aggregates, wood, metals and
cardboard. Other sites may also target typical residential
program materials such as plastics and other paper, but by
weight these are relatively insignificant on the typical site.
In addition to the listed materials comprising the majority
of the debris weight, they also have the most potential as a
revenue source or zero net expense for the project. Concrete
materials can often be used in clean fill sites or crushed for
aggregate. Wood, depending on the size, can be reused, be
ground for mulch, or used as renewable energy feedstock.
Metals have obvious value in the scrap metal market and
prices have recently been up as well as for cardboard. Often
containers can be sourced from a company that specifically
deals with these types of materials.

Commingled Debris Recycling Facilities (CDRFs)
Similar to traditional Materials Recycling Facilities (MRFs)
for residential recycling materials, CDRFs take construction
debris that is placed into one container and separate the
materials using mechanical and manual means. Numerous
facilities have been developed across the country and the
technology is relatively straightforward. In its simplest form,
the system can consist of a charging conveyor and sorting
conveyor with drop chutes into underlying containers for
different classes of materials. One example of this concept
as a portable system is offered by Krause Manufacturing
(http://www.krausemanufacturing.com/node/26).

Portable sorting line system

Other systems utilize a series of conveyors, screens and sorting equipment to segregate the various materials of value.
When considering this type of operation, the first question
typically asked is whether there is a target material of local
interest. Some facilities specialize in certain portions of the
waste stream dependent on locally available markets. For
example, Sun Recycling in SE Florida (http://www.southernwastesystems.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=pages.sr&)
specializes in developing various grades of aggregate from
construction materials that contain significant amounts
of concrete as well as blocks and bricks. With many of the
buildings in southern Florida being of block wall-style construction, this is not surprising.
Allied Waste’s Laflin Avenue recycling plant in Chicago
(http://www.alliedwastechicago.com/construction-and-demolition/) targets wood as a principal in their facility’s design.
The system process starts by grinding all incoming materials.
The facility equipment was designed by Machinex of Plessisville, Québec (http://www.machinex.ca/). There is initial presorting of materials, especially if there are large pieces of concrete, asphalt or metal that can be managed by the loading
grapple or onsite staff. Once the C&D debris is size-reduced,
the material goes through various screens and equipment to
capture metals and fines. A primary feature of this system is
a float tank for capturing wood. Materials are directed to the
tank and agitated across the water surface. Wood and light
materials stay afloat and walk themselves out of the tank at
the back end. Heavy materials (rock, wallboard, etc.) settle
in the bottom of the tank and are collected and pressed to
remove water which is returned to the tank while the debris is
incorporated into other aggregate streams. The facility claims
90% recycling of received materials.

Pre-Sort: As with any waste handling facility, materials
must be visually screened. This initial screening targets not
only materials of value or oversized materials but also identifies materials that are prohibited such as putrescible waste
and hazardous waste. Lastly, this screening targets materials
that may be problematic. Examples include hoses and long
strings of wire which can easily wrap around and damage
rotating parts.
Initial screening: This process includes various screening decks or fingers to separate the stream into larger and
smaller fractions for further processing.

Finger screen deck

Overs Sort: Materials that pass over the initial screening
are generally greater than 8”–12” depending on the screen
size. As these materials are larger they lend themselves to
hand sorting into chutes or bunkers based on material. Typical sorted materials include concrete and block, cardboard,
wood and metal, but can also include drywall and asphalt
shingles depending on local outlets for materials.
Magnets: Drum and belt magnets are used to grab smaller
metal pieces from the “unders” sorted after the initial screening. Typical metal objects include nails, small conduit, and
any small scrap metals.

Screw press for removal of water from “heavies”

A walk through a “standard” C&D recycling
facility
The following description represents just one concept for
processing C&D debris. While many options and configurations exist, this list of equipment encompasses some of the
basic functions of a full-service recycling facility.

Fines screen: A fines screen creates an aggregate material
from the C&D debris. Fines can be rock, dirt, soils from site
cleanup and pieces of wallboard, as well as any small debris
that fits through the screen. Screen sizes vary based on the
facility design but can be anywhere from a fraction of an
inch to 2–3 inches. Several different types of equipment are
used including trommels and disc screens.
These fines go by several different definitions with one being
RSM or residual screened materials. Unfortunately, the first
choice of use for these products is to offset virgin soils use
as landfill daily cover, but there are opportunities for nonstructural fill applications depending on state regulations.
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In all cases collection bunkers or bins are needed to manage sorted material. Some materials can undergo additional
processing prior to market delivery such as grinding of wood
and lumber or crushing of concrete and brick. These recycling systems address the needs of contractors that look to
the convenience of comingling their debris in one container.

Deconstruction

Disc screen sorting fines; note size of “overs” materials for additional hand-sorting

Under Sort: After screening for fines, material can be
hand-sorted for target materials such as wood, metal and
rock. This can also be performed using air density separators. These types of equipment use air “knifes” to separate
light and heavy materials. The light materials will generally
include some wood as well as styrofoam and paper. Heavies
will include some wood, rock, brick and wallboard.

For demolition projects, there are companies that specialize
in strategically disassembling structures. These firms deconstruct a house or a building, trying to maximize the value
of the recovered materials. Often when bidding demolition
services, one of the first criteria evaluated is what items of
value can be recovered, whether that includes steel framing, aluminum siding or other low-hanging recyclable fruit.
In some cases, especially with residential demolition, companies will even recover wood flooring, light fixtures and
plumbing. The most unique applications of deconstruction
are sports stadiums as the recovered value does not necessarily have a construction need but fills a memorabilia need.
One of the first that the author can recall (although other
earlier examples exist) was the demolition of Old Comiskey
in Chicago, home of the White Sox. Seats, signs, concessions equipment, bricks and even bathroom fixtures were all
auction fodder for the fan base that wanted to secure their
piece of baseball history. My childhood memories of my father, a lifelong Chicago Cubs fan, include the self-imposed
restraining order that prohibited him from coming within
15 feet of the two stadium seats that my uncle had acquired.
Habitat for Humanity has several of their Re-Store sites that
will selectively target deconstruction projects to acquire
fixtures and construction materials for resale in support of
their mission. Another great example is The ReUse Center in Minnesota (http://www.thereusecenter.com/). Along
with reselling of everything for construction, including the
kitchen sink, the company provides deconstruction services
for disassembling of houses to salvage the construction material for resale. One of the company’s specialties has been
unusual wood species products used in older homes such as
flooring, base boards and other moldings.

Summary
Construction and demolition debris represents another sector of the community to be considered when evaluating recycling programs. Although public sector performance of this
effort is limited, C&D recycling can be a productive publicprivate partnership to increase community recycling. With
LEED certification including standards for the recycling of
demolition debris, contractors must consider the back end
of projects as well as the front end when performing their
pre-bid evaluations. All waste has a value if you look in the
right places and construction debris is no exception.
Keith Howard can be reached at (239) 533-8917 or khoward@
leegov.com.
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Solid waste practices before the
Industrial Revolution
Martin V. Melosi, Ph.D.
Distinguished University Professor
University of Houston
Houston, Texas
umans generally gave up on the
nomadic life around 10,000 bce.
Tribes that followed game left
their wastes behind. In towns
and cities such habits could not be tolerated, but methods of dealing effectively with refuse took some time. In
ancient Troy, food and human wastes
were sometimes dropped on the floors
of houses or dumped into the streets.
When the stench became unbearable,
people covered the droppings with
dirt or clay. In the streets, pigs, dogs,
birds and rodents ate the organic material. The debris accumulation in Troy
amounted to almost 5 feet per century,
and as much as 13 feet per century in
other cultures.
While the state of sanitation was appalling in many parts of the ancient
world, there were some signs of progress. In Mohenjo Daro, founded in the
Indus Valley about 2500 bce, central
planning led to the construction of
built-in home rubbish chutes and to
the development of scavenger services.
In Heracleopolis, founded in Egypt
about 2100 bce, wastes were collected
in areas of the privileged members of
society, but dumped primarily in the
Nile River. About the same time, the
homes of the Sea Kings in Crete had
bathrooms connected to trunk sewers,
and by 1500 bce the island had land set
aside for disposal of garbage.
Religion sometimes was important in
enforcing sanitary practices. About
1600 bce, Moses wrote a sanitary law
code under which Jews were expected to bury their waste far from living

quarters. The Talmud required that the
streets of Jerusalem be washed daily despite the scarcity of water and the obvious sacrifice.
In the classical period, waste plagued
even the high culture of Athens. About
500 bce, Greeks organized the first municipal dumps in the Western world,
and the Council of Athens began enforcing an ordinance requiring scavengers to dispose of wastes no less than
one mile from the city walls. Athens
also established compost pits and issued the first known edict against
throwing garbage into the streets.
Ancient Mayans in the New World
placed their organic waste in dumps
and used broken pottery and stones
as fill. Records from second-century
bce China reveal “sanitary police” who
were charged with removing animal
and human carcasses and “traffic police” responsible for street sweeping.
Because of its size and dense population, Rome faced sanitation problems
unheard of elsewhere. While garbage
collection and disposal were well organized by the standards of the day, they
did not meet the city’s needs. General collection was restricted to statesponsored events, and property owners
were responsible for cleaning abutting
streets, although the laws were not always enforced. Wealthy Romans used
slaves to dispose of their wastes, and
some independent scavengers gathered
garbage and excreta for a fee and sold
the material as fertilizer. When Rome’s
power waned, the quality of the city’s
environment deteriorated.

As Western Europe deurbanized in
the Middle Ages—due in great degree
to widespread plagues—people were
spared the massive waste problems experienced by densely populated cities.
Despite the crudity of medieval dwellings and living conditions, the rise of
new cities was accompanied by greater
attention to health practices. Cities began paving and cleaning streets at the
end of the twelfth century.
The migration of rural peoples to urban places also meant the migration of
hogs, geese, ducks and horses into the
cities. In 1131 a law was passed prohibiting swine from running loose in Paris
after young King Philip was killed in a
riding accident caused by an unattended pig. But animals continued to roam
the streets as scavengers. In the great
Islamic cities and in China, however,
public areas were better maintained
than in Europe during the Middle Ages
and Renaissance.
All of this suggests that the type of society, rather than when a society flourished, determined its waste-disposal
habits.
This article was excerpted from an earlier
essay by the author, “Solid Waste Management,” in Shepard Krech III, J.R. McNeill, Carolyn Merchant, eds., Encyclopedia of World Environmental History
(New York: Routledge, 2004), pp. 129199. Dr. Melosi received the Public Works
Historical Society’s Abel Wolman Award
in 2001 for his book The Sanitary City:
Urban Infrastructure in America from
Colonial Times to the Present. He can
be reached at mmelosi@uh.edu.
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Orange County organics diversion
pilot programs comparison
Ziad Y. Mazboudi, P.E., Senior Civil Engineer-Environmental, City of San Juan Capistrano, California, and member,
APWA Solid Waste Management Committee; Trevor S. Blythe, Director, Project Implementation, EcoNomics, Inc.,
Santa Barbara, California; and Julie Chay, Public Information Officer, Orange County Waste and Recycling, Santa Ana,
California
uring the summer of 2009,
Orange County Waste and Recycling (OCWR), the agency
in Orange County, California,
that owns and operates three landfills and four household hazardous
waste (HHW) dropoff centers, awarded
grants to cities to implement landfill
diversion programs. The source of the
funding for the grants was a $19-perton surcharge assessed on all inbound
self-hauled materials to County landfills. This surcharge, which was effective beginning July 1, 2006, not only
reduced the tonnage of self-haul being hauled to County landfills by 83%
(self-haulers instead took the materials
to materials recovery facilities or out of
County landfills), but it also generated
$17 million in revenue for the County.

In Orange County, two regional groups
received grant funding to implement
commercial organics diversion programs: cities serviced by CR&R Inc.
(San Clemente, Dana Point, San Juan
Capistrano, Laguna Niguel, Laguna
Hills, Aliso Viejo, Rancho Santa Margarita, Capistrano Unified School District schools located in Unincorporated
Orange County, and Tustin) and cities
serviced by Waste Management (Mission Viejo, Laguna Beach, and Irvine).
OCWR awarded $400,000 to the cities
serviced by Waste Management and
$450,000 to cities serviced by CR&R.
As part of the grant process, OCWR
offered an additional $50,000 to applicants that included unincorporated
areas of the County.

In order to increase the chances of winning grant funds, OCWR encouraged
Orange County cities to work with
their contract haulers and team up on
projects that would have a regional impact. The County also encouraged the
cities to implement a program that diverted significant tonnage away from
the landfills. In order to comply with
this request, many cities targeted organics for diversion since roughly 16%
of the commercial waste stream consists of these materials.

The two regional groups used two entirely different commercial organics
diversion programs. The CR&R cities
implemented a traditional organics
diversion program, which employs a
collection truck to collect 60-gallon
wheeled carts at five restaurants in
each city. The food waste is collected
three days per week on a regular route
and hauled to CR&R’s transfer and
sorting facility in Stanton, which is located in north-central Orange Coun-

ty. These loads, which usually weigh
8-10 tons, are consolidated in a covered transfer trailer at CR&R’s facility.
When the transfer trailer is full (usually once to twice per week), CR&R
hauls the trailer approximately 130
miles to a composting facility in Thermal (in the eastern end of California’s
Coachella Valley).
The cities serviced by Waste Management implemented an organics dehydrating machine to restaurants to
process their materials onsite. The machine, which is called an eCorect and
is manufactured by Somat, reduces the
materials’ weight and volume by 8393%. The machine can process up to
220 pounds of organic materials per
cycle. Each cycle generally takes 12-18
hours. The by-product is a soil amendment that can be used on landscaping
if it is diluted with soil at a 6-to-1 ratio.
The machines cost over $20,000 each
and a total of ten eCorects have been installed in the three participating cities.
Both programs are offered at no cost to
the participating restaurant. All the materials needed for internal and external
collection of organics, such a 23-gallon slim jims, educational posters, and
60-gallon toters, are provided through

Table 1: CR&R Organics Diversion Program Emissions Analysis
CR&R
collection
fleet
Diesel
food
waste
truck
Diesel
transfer
truck

MTCO2E

MPG

Miles on
route

Gallons used
per route

Lbs CO2 per
gallon of diesel
combusted

Lbs CO2 emitted per
route

Routes per
month

Lbs of CO2 per
month

5

137

27.4

22.4

613

13

7,962

3.8

3

260

86.7

22.4

1,939

5

9,694

4.4

2,552

18

17,656

8.2

Total
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per month

the grant by the haulers. At the time
of publishing, both organics diversion
programs have been operational for
several months and the advantages and
disadvantages of both program types
are becoming clear. In the preceding
section, the two diversion programs
will be compared according to the following criteria: economic incentives
for participating restaurants, monthly
organics diversion tonnage, and reductions in greenhouse gas emissions.

Economic incentives for
participating restaurants
The key to building a sustainable and
long-lasting organics diversion program is to ensure that the participating
restaurants have an economic incentive to participate in the program. Fortunately, both organics diversion programs have such incentives. The CR&R
organics diversion program allows
restaurants to dispose of their organic
materials in 60-gallon carts. The largest
contributor to the organics diversion
program, a luxury resort, routinely
fills ten of these 60-gallon carts three
days per week. Since most restaurants
are charged by the volume of materials
the trash company removes from the
premises (in the form of cubic yards
per week), there are significant cost
savings associated with diverting high
volumes of food waste through a free
organics diversion program. For example, the ten 60-gallon carts serviced
three days per week that the luxury
resort produces equals 1,800 gallons,
or about nine cubic yards of volume.
This equates to a three-yard trash bin
serviced three days, which usually
costs over $200 per month in Orange
County. As a result of the organics
diversion program, many restaurants
have reduced their trash service levels,
in some cases up to 50%, which has
led to lower monthly charges.
The Waste Management organics diversion program has a very similar
incentive structure when compared
to the CR&R program. There are several participants that have reduced
their trash service levels as a result of

their use of the food scrap dehydrator. Both programs also offer more
lucrative incentives if the participating restaurant utilizes a compactor in
which to dispose of its organics. The
incentives lie in the rate structure for
compactors; compactor customers are
charged not only for the collection of
their compactor but also by the ton
of material inside the compactor. Cities charge between $30-60 per ton for
compactor loads. Due to the density of
organics materials (a field study found
a 60-gallon toter full of post-consumer
organics weighed over 320 pounds),
there are significant economic incentives to divert these materials away
from the compactor and into the free
organics diversion program. If the
luxury resort mentioned above were
to throw nine cubic yards of organics
into the compactor per week (roughly
five tons), that would add up to about
$300 of compactor fees per week and
over $1,200 per month. Reducing the
volume of organics thrown into the
compactor also reduces the frequency
of collection, which may result in additional savings.
A major consideration for the CR&R
organics program is “what will happen when the grant program is over
and the restaurants will be charged for
organics diversion service in March
2011?” To date, no rate has been set for
this service, but it is evident that the
rate needs to be lower than the cost
of trash removal in order for the program to be sustainable. Furthermore, it
is important that a minimum amount
of restaurants continue to participate
in the program in order to spread the
program costs and to avoid a cost-prohibitive rate.

Monthly organics diversion
tonnage comparison
Both organics diversion programs
have successfully diverted significant
amounts of organic materials from the
participating restaurants. However,
because of the autonomous nature of
the eCorect, it is difficult to accurately
track the tonnage of organics diverted

through the program. In recognition
of this, beginning in the month of
November, Waste Management implemented a tracking log. This tracking
log will be used by the machine operator and will track the fullness of the
machine at time of operation as well as
its frequency of use. This log will greatly increase the accuracy of the reported
diversion figures. However, since this
data is not yet available, we will use
estimates to calculate the monthly
diversion tonnage. Using 220 pounds
as the maximum capacity of the machines, an estimate of the tonnage of
organics diverted can be calculated if
a fullness percent is indicated on the
tracking log. For example, an eCorect
that is run five days per week at 50%
capacity each would presumably divert
550 pounds of organics per week (110
pounds per cycle multiplied by five cycles per week).
Using a similar formula, we can derive
an estimate of the total organics tonnage diverted since the machines were
installed in July 2010. Assuming each
of the 10 machines were 100% full and
cycled seven days per week, these machines could potentially divert 33 tons
of food scraps per month. A likely estimate would be to assume 50% fullness
cycled five days per week. This scenario
would divert approximately 12 tons
per month for all 10 machines.
The nature of CR&R’s organics diversion program allows the hauler to
weigh the materials collected from restaurants since this program utilizes a
collection vehicle to service the restaurants. The collection vehicle eventually is weighed as it enters the transfer
station at the conclusion of its route.
Since this program began operating on
April 8, 2010 through the most recent
report for September 2010, it has diverted 595 tons of food waste materials
or approximately 100 tons per month.
Furthermore, the collection vehicle
driver closely tracks the fullness of
the organics carts at the time of collection and the time it takes to service
the containers. This information will
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megawatt hour, this equates to about
650 pounds of carbon dioxide emitted
per month (0.3 metric tons), or roughly 20-54 pounds of carbon generated
per ton of organics diverted, using the
low estimate and the high estimate, respectively.

The eCorrect, an organics dehydrating machine that processes restaurant materials onsite

be used to determine specific rates to
be charged to participating restaurants
when the pilot status of the program
concludes and it is no longer offered
free of charge.

Greenhouse gas emissions
comparison
Both organics diversion programs are
estimated to result in a net reduction
of greenhouse gas emissions. This reduction is due to the fact that if the organic materials were sent to a landfill,
they would have decomposed anaerobically in the oxygen-free environment
of the County’s landfills. The by-product of the anaerobic decomposition of
organic materials creates methane gas.
One metric ton of methane gas has the

equivalent heat-trapping capacity as
72 metric tons of carbon dioxide when
considered on a 20-year timeframe in
the atmosphere. Each program has different factors contributing to its carbon footprint: the Waste Management
program relies on electricity to dehydrate the organics while the CR&R program relies on fossil fuels to collect and
transfer the food waste from the generator to the compost facility.
The eCorect used by the Waste Management cities uses three kilowatthours per cycle. Assuming all 10 machines were cycled seven day per week,
this would result in an electricity usage of 900-kilowatt hours per month.
Using 724 pounds of CO2 emitted per

CR&R has two major sources of greenhouse gas emissions embedded in their
organics diversion program: (1) the carbon dioxide emitted by the collection
truck servicing the restaurants, and (2)
the emissions from the transfer of the
materials from Orange County to the
composting facility in Coachella Valley. The emissions from the collection
vehicle roughly equate to 3.8 metric
tons of carbon dioxide per month (assuming a 137-mile average route in
a diesel collection vehicle with fivemiles-per-gallon fuel economy that
emits 22.4 pounds of CO2 emitted per
gallon of diesel combusted). The emissions from the transfer operations are
approximately 4.4 metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent per month (assuming five transfers per month using a
diesel tractor trailer that has an average
fuel economy of three miles per gallon
on the 260-mile round trip haul that
emits 22.37 pounds of CO2 per gallon
of diesel combusted). In total, CR&R’s
collection operations associated with
the commercial organics program
emits 8.2 metric tons carbon dioxide
equivalent (MTCO2E). This equates to
177 pounds of CO2 emitted for every
one ton of food waste diverted. Table
1 on p. 42 displays these calculations.
Both of the above calculations for carbon emissions, however, do not take

Table 2: Comparison of Two Organics Diversion Programs
eCorect

Traditional Program

Low Estimate

High Estimate

Number of Participating Restaurants

10

10

40

Average Tons per Month Diverted

12

33

100

8.75

24.5

59.4

1,600 lbs

1,640 lbs

1,300 lbs

$2,777

$1,010

$375

Total MTCO2E Reduction
Lbs CO2 Reduction per Ton Diverted
Estimated Annualized Cost per Ton of Organics
Diverted
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into account the net reduction in greenhouse gases due to the avoidance of the
anaerobic decomposition of organics at
the landfill. According to the EPA warm
model, each ton of food waste diverted
sent to the landfill emits 0.75 MTCO2E.
Using this coefficient, the CR&R program reduces 75 MTCO2E per month,
a net reduction of 66.8 MTCO2E per
month when factoring in 8.2 MTCO2E
emitted during the collection and transferring processes. This equates to a net
reduction of more than 1300 pounds of
CO2 equivalent reduced per ton of organics diverted by CR&R.

of more tons of organics and reduce
the emissions of more metric tons of
greenhouse gases than the Waste Management program. However, due to the
labor costs and the distance between
the transfer point and the final facility,
the CR&R program may actually cost
the customer more than equivalent
trash service. This cost disparity, if not
addressed, may cause the program to

lose participants when the grant term
is over and the full cost of the service is
passed along to the customer.
Ziad Y. Mazboudi can be reached at (949)
234-4413 or zmazboudi@sanjuancapistrano.org; Trevor S. Blythe can be reached
at (805) 895-8587 or trevor@economicsinc.net; and Julie Chay can be reached
at (714) 834-4059 or Julie.Chay@ocwr.
ocgov.com.

Waste Management’s organics diversion
program diverts an estimated 12-33 tons
per month. Using the lower estimate of
12 tons per month, this program reduces carbon emissions by nine MTCO2E
per month, which results in a net reduction of 8.7 MTCO2E when factoring
in the 0.3 MTCO2E emitted to generate
the electricity to power the dehydrator.
This equates to a net reduction of over
1600 pounds of CO2 equivalent per ton
of organics diverted by Waste Management’s program.
The comparisons between the two programs are shown in Table 2 on p. 44.

Conclusion
Each organics diversion program has
its benefits. The Waste Management
program has a much smaller overall
carbon footprint than the CR&R program, but is limited to the amount of
organics it can cost-effectively divert.
In addition, the Waste Management
program has a high upfront cost, but
has a minimal cost associated with
upkeep and maintenance. This attribute may be advantageous considering
the limitations of the Orange County
grant, which will not likely be offered
again in the near future.
On the other hand, the CR&R program
diverts more tonnage of organics and
is able to serve four times as many
restaurants. Because of this attribute,
the CR&R organics diversion program
has the potential to divert thousands

June 27-29, 2011 | Portland, Oregon | Hilton Portland & Executive Towers

REGISTRATION IS NOW OPEN!
Register now for the most important sustainability event of 2011.
The Third Annual APWA Sustainability in Public Works Conference is designed to explore
the newest leading-edge sustainable technologies and services and promote the evolving
role of public works professionals in the creation of sustainable communities. You’ll also
have the opportunity to engage in discussions with sustainability experts as well as share
real-world cases with your peers!
• Learn what sustainability really means to public works and what you can do right now
• Get access to the tools, resources, and experts you need to take your community’s
sustainability plans to the next level
• Network and learn from other public works professionals who are at the forefront of
sustainability
• Share success stories and challenges in order to explore best management practices
• Explore the exhibit floor and find the innovative products and services that are helping
to build thriving sustainable communities

Register today at www.apwa.net/sustainability
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APWA International Public Works Congress & Exposition
September 18-21, 2011

|

Colorado Convention Center

Don't miss these information-packed
SOLID WASTE-RELATED sessions!
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 18
Recycled Materials in Construction—Divert that Waste Stream
Redoing Solid Waste Ordinances
LEED Certified Solid Waste Facilities

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 19
The Real Skinny on Incentives for Recycling
Put Waste in the Right Place
New Generation Greenwaste Composting

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20
Developing Zero Waste Goals and Action Plans

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21
Best Practices in Food Waste Programs—Collection and Non-Collection Alternatives
Trash to Treasure—How one Community Moved from Manual Solid Waste
Collection to Fully Automated Services

Join the largest gathering of public works
professionials in North America!

www.apwa.net/congress

Please go to www.apwa.net/WorkZone for
information on how to submit a position
advertisement on the website and in the
APWA Reporter.
Public Utilities Operations/Construction Manager
Dover, DE
Now hiring a Public Utilities Operations/Construction Manager which will
assist in oversight of Water, Wastewater,
and Construction. Please refer to the
City’s website, www.cityofdover.com,
for a detailed job description and qualifications for this position. Closing Date:
Open Until Filled. EOE/AA
Director of Public Works
Macon, GA
An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. Salary: $63,897.60–
$74,114.40. Position reports to: Mayor/CAO. Primary Job Duties: Plans
and coordinates extensive public works
activities encompassing street construction and maintenance, solid waste collection and disposal and grounds maintenance. Qualifications: Bachelor of
Science in civil engineering, construction management or related degree, ten
(10) years of civil engineering experience. Application may be obtained
and filed online at: www.cityofma
con.net.
Water and Well Systems Engineer
American Samoa Power Authority
Pago Pago, American Samoa
The Water and Well Systems (W-WS)
Engineer position performs professional engineering and project management work on water transmission/
supply, groundwater hydrology, and
water resources environmental projects related to the provision, treatment,
transmission, and protection of public drinking water supplies. The W-WS
Engineer oversees the performance of

complex engineering tasks by subordinate technical staff within ASPA’s Engineering Services-Water Engineering
Division. The W-WS Engineer plans,
designs, inspects and administers municipal construction projects and ongoing maintenance plans, provides
advanced technical engineering expertise and project management skills in
planning, design, administration and
construction of groundwater well and
surface water supply systems, and assists the ESD Manager and Sr. Water
Engineer with conceptual planning and
management of specific special projects and tasks, as well as other related
work which may be delegated by the
ESD Manager. Education: Bachelor
of Science in civil, mechanical, environmental, or agricultural engineering,
and active U.S. registration/licensure as
a Professional Engineer (P.E.) or the eligibility to become a U.S.-registered P.E.
within 12 months. Experience: Six (6)
years experience in water resource/supply engineering including project management (planning and design) or four
(4) years of water system engineering
work including project management
and a Master of Science in civil, mechanical, environmental, or agricultural
engineering with a minimum of two (2)
years of engineering project management experience. Skills, Abilities,
Job Requirements: Knowledge of:
planning, design, inspection, and administration of municipal water supply
system construction and maintenance
projects; US-EPA and AS-EPA drinking
water regulations with specific emphasis on the 2010 US-EPA Groundwater
Rule; federal and local environmental
regulations; US-EPA construction grant
programs (preferred). Background
Experience: Analysis of hydraulic systems including variable frequency drive

pump installations; analysis and evaluation of subsurface hydrologic zone water resources management; serviceable
knowledge of Water-Cad, MS-Project,
Auto-Cad, and MS-Office programs;
provision of clear, common-sense technical guidance on public water supply
issues to other professional and technical staff, government officials and the
general public; managing and participating in water resource system surveys
and studies, interpreting findings and
reporting on results; must have Level 4
or higher certification for water systems
operator. Planning and conducting
technical training for professional, technical and construction staff in order to
regularly promote an increased level of
overall system operations competency.
Contact Mr. Sualauvi H. Sua, HR Manager, American Samoa Power Authority,
(684) 699-3040 or (684) 699-3046.
Senior Water Resources Engineer
Geosyntec Consultants
San Diego, CA
Geosyntec is seeking a CA-licensed civil
engineer with 15 years of experience
in water resources. The selected candidate would also be expected to play a
significant role in helping build the future of our San Diego practice through
lead generation, business development,
project management, and staff development. The candidate should have extensive experience in the planning and
design of stormwater and flood control
infrastructure, understand southern
California water quality and stormwater
design and regulatory standards, stream
restoration or stream stabilization, and
be able to design site-specific BMPs per
local standards. Interested candidates
should submit their résumés and cover
letters to Heather Heida in our San Diego offices at hheida@geosyntec.com.
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Products in the News

ment and vehicles to maneuver easily. With minimal foundation requirements, the structures can be permanent or
temporary, and are easy to relocate. Made in the USA, they
can be built to any length and up to 300’ wide. For more information, visit www.ClearSpan.com or call (866) 643-1010
to speak with one of our ClearSpan specialists.

SNO-FLO – Snow & Ice Anti-Stick Encapsulant
SNO-FLO is a remarkable new anti-stick coating that
makes the job easier for municipalities tasked with removing the snow from metropolitan areas. SNO-FLO keeps high
moisture content snow and ice slush from sticking to your
truck beds, loader buckets, blower chutes, grader blades,
snowplows, and even around the wheel-wells of your trucks.
Apply SNO-FLO quickly and easily with our new 25-gallon
powered sprayer. No mixing! Call RHOMAR Industries at
(800) 688-6221.

Sandbagging doesn’t have to break your back
anymore
Big Bags USA is the latest innovation in sandbagging
technology. They set up faster and dismantle faster than
anything on the market. If you have to protect an area
quickly, Big Bags USA is the way to go. Sometimes Big Bags
USA is the only way to go when speed is the key. For more
information visit www.bigbagsusa.com.

Organic Herbicide Weed Pharm

Waste management solutions with ClearSpan
Fabric Structures
ClearSpan Fabric Structures provides design-build
solutions for solid waste facilities, water treatment plants,
recycling centers and more. ClearSpan buildings feature spacious interiors without support posts, which allow equip48          APWA Reporter
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Weed Pharm has been chosen by the
Woodbridge Township, N.J., Parks and Recreation Director to replace synthetic chemicals
on their playgrounds and ball fields. “To best
serve the residents of Woodbridge Township
in weed control, we want a product that is
safe for children and pets,” said Anthony J.
Lance, Supervisor of Parks. “This product is
very effective and eliminates the weeds that
encumber the ball fields and playgrounds.
Weed Pharm allows us the safest, most costeffective way to battle weeds. Weed Pharm is a MUST for all
municipalities large and small, who care for safety first.” The
Bio Chemical Weed Pharm, EPA REG NO 81935-1-81936, is
available in bulk by calling Pharm Solutions Inc. at (805)
927-7500 or visiting www.pharmsolutions.com.

Spray weedS while Sweeping

The Strongest, longest lasting, Cement based
ADA approved Detectable Warning Panels
made! Manufactured in TN, LA & AZ for
convenient shipping!! Priced Right to Stretch
Your Limited Dollars!
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Call 865-233-5680 for information that WILL save
your department time & Money!
Call Trimble at 1-800-865-7438,
visit www.weedseeker.com
or see your dealer

Trimble Agriculture. The line everyone follows.

CULVERT REHAB










Dig and replace
has been replaced.

Easier. Faster. Safer.

1-800-CULVERT
www.culvert-rehab.com

Technical experts for Public Works planning
CEQA & NEPA Documentation
General Wildlife Biology
Cultural Resources
Herpetology
Botany
Fisheries Biology
Wetland Delineation
Paleontological Services
GPS & GIS Mapping Services
SALES: INFO@CONDORCOUNTRY.COM
OFFICE: (925) 335-9308
CERTIFIED DBE/WBE/SBE

411 FERRY ST., SUITE 6
MARTINEZ, CA 94553-1145
WWW.CONDORCOUNTRY.COM






Energy • Federal
Transportation • Municipal
Higher Education
800.489.6689

www.seacon.com

Traffic, Parking & Signal Products
Yo u r
OneShop

Online Stormwater
4-Hour ESC Training
Endorsed by NY State DEC

www.JRFAtraining.com

FREE
CATALOG!
800.236.0112 www.tapconet.com

Geotechnical Engineering, Construction Materials
Testing & Observation, Environmental Sciences

Office Locations: Centennial, Colorado Springs, Longmont
Phone (303) 337-0338 Fax (303) 337-0247 Website www.geocal.us

John Bosman, AIA, ALA, LEED AP
(847) 395-6800
Public Works
Construction Management Specialists
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Spray weedS while Sweeping

SPRAY THE WEEDS
NOT BARE ASPHALT
OR CONCRETE

Call Trimble at 1-800-865-7438,
visit www.weedseeker.com
or see your dealer

Trimble Agriculture. The line everyone follows.

Safe & Dependable

Automatic & Semi Automatic
Tarp Systems

Simply The Best!
(800) 368-3075

www.pulltarps.com
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Why take the risk of a compensation claim?
Use the

ANT MINI-CRANE
The SAFE alternative.

The crane will rotate
within 180 degrees radius
from the mounting position and will precisely
control the weight that
you are lifting.

Ideal for municipalities,
townships, counties and
manufacturing plants.

Highest Quality Buildings
Accu‐Steel has over a decade
of experience providing high
quality buildings.
Crane lifts 400 lbs.
at 8'1" up to 1,100
lbs. at 3'2"

DEL HYDRAULICS
www.delcranes.com
571 Howard Street, Buffalo, New York 14206

Tel. (716) 853-7996 • Fax (716) 853-8003

Ideal for storing corrosive
deicing materials!

1‐866‐987‐2534
www.asiCoverBuildings.com

Engineering and
Construction
Services for
Municipalities

A World Leader in Landscape Architecture
Landscape Architecture • Planning
Urban Design

Phone: 816-333-9400
busdev@burnsmcd.com

www.swagroup.com

preservation not in
your budget?

can you afford to wait?
time is running out on your investment!
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Stuck Paying This
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Asphalt Preservation
Ice Prevention
Environmentally
Sound Practices

Call: (800) 747-8567
HN_APWADir2011.qxp
11/5/2010

geeasphalt.net/apwa

11:44 A

888-682-9010
sales@henkemfg.com
Clearing the Way for over 90 years
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UPCOMING APWA EVENTS

International Public Works Congress & Exposition

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Sept. 18-21
Aug. 26-29
Aug. 25-28
Aug. 17-20
Aug. 30-Sept. 2

Denver, CO
Anaheim, CA
Chicago, IL
Toronto, ON
Phoenix, AZ

North American Snow Conference

2011
2012
2013

Apr. 10-13		
Apr. 29-May 2
Apr. 7-10		

Spokane, WA
Milwaukee, WI
Charlotte, NC

For more information, contact Brenda Shaver at (800) 848-APWA or send
e-mail to bshaver@apwa.net.

For more information, contact Dana Priddy at (800) 848-APWA or send
e-mail to dpriddy@apwa.net.

National Public Works Week: May 15-21, 2011
Always the third full week in May. For more information, contact Jon
Dilley at (800) 848-APWA or send e-mail to jdilley@apwa.net.

MARCH 2011

APRIL 2011

1

APWA: Click, Listen & Learn, “ADA: Project Civic Access—
It may be headed your way…,” (800) 848-APWA, www.
apwa.net

3-5

14th National Brownfields Conference, Philadelphia, PA, www.
brownfields2011.org

7

10

APWA: Click, Listen & Learn, “How to Help or Get Help
in a Disaster: Public Works EMAC Mission Ready Package,”
(800) 848-APWA, www.apwa.net

APWA: Click, Listen & Learn, “Solar Strategies for Public
Works,” (800) 848-APWA, www.apwa.net

10-13

APWA: North American Snow Conference, Spokane, WA,
(800) 848-APWA, www.apwa.net

15

APWA: Click, Listen & Learn, “Pavement Preservation,”
(800) 848-APWA, www.apwa.net

17-21

2011 National Association of County Engineers Annual Conference,
Minneapolis, MN, www.naco.org

29

APWA: Click, Listen & Learn, “Organics Recycling: Going
Beyond Yard Waste,” (800) 848-APWA, www.apwa.net

19

29

APWA: Self Assessment Using the Management Practices
Manual: Vancouver, WA, (800) 848-APWA, www.apwa.net

APWA: Click, Listen & Learn, “MUTCD Changes Every
Local Agency Needs to Know,” (800) 848-APWA, www.
apwa.net

28

APWA: Click, Listen & Learn, “Out-of-the-Box Funding
Options for Public Fleets,” (800) 848-APWA, www.apwa.net

30-4/1 China International Construction Machinery Exhibition 2011,
Guangzhou, China, www.china-mete.com
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Good Decisions Make
Great Communities
Decisions are made all the time. Good ones are made
using Esri® Technology. With an enterprise GIS by
Esri, you can increase efficiency, lower costs, enhance
communication, and make the decisions that lead to
a safer community.

Learn more at esri.com/apwa
Copyright © 2011 Esri. All rights reserved.

